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ABSTRACT 

DRU WINN. Advertising in Women' s Fashion Magazines: Sexual Stereotypes and Their 
Influence (under the direction of DR. PA TRJCIA FERRJER). 

This study was designed to examjne the portrayal of women in advertising in popular 

women 's fashion magazines (i.e. Cosmopolitan, Elle, Glamour, Marie Claire, and 

Vogue). This content analysis aimed to find and assess the sexual roles women play in 

fashion magazine advertisements today as well as discover which magazines represent 

which stereotypes. Research has shown sexuality in advertising has become more overt 

over time. It is important to follow young women's magazines and their advertising 

approaches because millions of women rely on fashion magazines for information and 

advice. The technique in which male and female models are presented in magazine 

advertising will continue to shape what it means to be a male or female in today 's 

society. 
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CHAPTER I 

Introduction 

Approximately 40 million women read women's magazines (Mastin, Coe, 

Hamilton, & Tarr, 2004), and about 60% of college women read at least one magazine 

per month. Subscription rates for women's magazines are in the millions (Kim & Ward, 

2004). According to Cosmopolitan's Media Kit (2009), Cosmopolitan had a circulation 

of 2,907,000 as of June 2009. Women's magazines are different from other types of 

media because they are often passed to others or kept for future reference (Mastin et al., 

2004). In addition, women's magazines are unique because they are written specifically 

for women, can be viewed privately, are available for multiple readings, and are often 

sexually explicit (Kim & Ward, 2004). 

Sexual appeal is a major part of advertising, especially in women's fashion 

magazines . Sexual adverti sing can be defined as messages including sexual information 

or behavior with the intent to sell a prod uct or brand (Reichert & Carpenter, 2004). 

Previous research regarding magazine adve rtising has shown that sex appeals are 

common, widespread. and increas ing (Reichert. Lambaise, Morgan, Carstarphen, & 

Zavoina. 1999). Reichert et al. (1999) said sex is a staple in America ' s advertising 

campaigns. Adve1iising in general is a huge paii of our society. In 2002, more than $237 

billion was invested in American adYerti sing campaigns (Reichert & Lambaise, 2003). It 

is estimated that a person sees approximately 3,000 ads per day and spends about three 

years of his or her life vievving adverti sements (Mastin et al. , 2004). In other words, 

advertising is everywhere. Stankiewicz and Rosse lli (2008) said advertising has found a 

,.my into om relationships, homes, and minds because it is so prevalent and powerful. 



Analyzing print advertising is necessary in order to understand the way women 

are portrayed in the media (Lindner, 2004). In addition, Baker (2005) indicated sexuality 

in the media is important to study because it has been suggested that it is the root of 

gender inequality. Through advertising, the media, and magazines, women are educated 

about the female image (Mastin et al., 2004). Advertisements illustrate what is considered 

appropriate and normal for men and women (Klassen, Jasper, & Schwartz, 1993). 

Women' s magazines have been said to shape a woman's image of herself (Sengupta, 

2006). In 1963, Betty Friedan, founder of the National Organization for Women, said 

women in America were so insecure and unsure of who they are and who they should be 

that they had to look to a public image to decide it for them (Venkatesan & Losco, 1975). 

While sex in advertising has become increasingly popular, it is not a new 

principle nor is the debate that surrounds it (Kurzbard & Soley, 1986). Sexual advertising 

has been traced back to the 1850s as tobacco advertisers used images of nude women to 

differentiate tobacco brands (Reichert & Lambaise, 2003). Since the 1960s, advertising 

researchers have tried to understand sexual images (Reichert & Lambaise, 2003), mostly 

due to the fact the sexual revolution occurred in the 1960s (Kurzbard & Soley, 1986). In 

addition, some of the earliest studies regarding sexual advertising were inspired by the 

Women's Movement in the 1970s (Lindner, 2004). 

Early research found advertisements were more likely to be remembered when 

sex was a dominant factor (Kurzbard & Soley, 1986). During the women's liberation 

movement, however, women started to demand more respect in advertisements (Lyonski, 

2005). Women protested these sexual images mostly because they could be harmful , 

unfair, demeaning, and derogatory (Lyonski, 2005). The protests worked in some cases. 
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Magazine advertisers between 1967 and 1984 were concerned with how they depicted 

social issues, including equality for women (Klassen et al., 1993). In spite of the progress 

that was made, women were still often being depicted in the media as dependent on men 

and as sex objects (Sengupta, 2006), and sometimes they still are today. Women's 

fashion magazines continue to perpetuate stereotypical gender and sexual roles, 

unhealthy weights, and unrealistic standards of beauty (Sengupta, 2006). The study 

examines the sexual adve11ising published in one year in major women's fashion 

magazines. 



CHAPTER II 

Literature Review 

Mass media research shows advertisements have the power to influence our 

attitudes, beliefs, behaviors (Lindner, 2004), opinions, and life expectations (Mastin et 

al. , 2004). Klassen et al. (1993) said advertising campaigns try to sell more than just a 

service or a product and strive to sell a means of understanding society. Indeed, 

advertising can gauge what is desirable and normal because it appears to define reality 

(Stankiewicz & Rosselli, 2008). Advertisements are a pervasive form of media, which 

suggests they have a large impact on people (Baker, 2005). Because advertising is such 

an invasive medium, people often do not pay conscious attention to advertising messages 

(Stankiewicz & Rosselli , 2008). As a result, sexuality in ads is likely to be unquestioned 

and is thought to be public consensus (Sengupta, 2006). 

Type of Medium 

The extent to which sexual appeal occurs in advertising varies with the type of 

medium (Reichert et al. , 2004 ). Research has shown certain magazines show more sexual 

advertisements than television, but this depends on which magazine or television network 

is being discussed (Reicheri et al. , 2004). For example, news magazines are less likely to 

have sexual advertisements than women 's fashion magazines (Reichert et al. , 2004). 

According to Stankiewicz and Rosselli (2008), men's and women's fashion magazines 

were more likely to portray women as sex objects than any other type of magazine. 

Women are three times more likely than men to be portrayed explicitly in fashion 

magazines (Reichert et al. , 1999). In fact, 30% of ads in three popular women's fashion 

magazines featured nude or partially nude models in 2006 (Stankiewicz & Rosselli, 



2008). Stankiewicz and Rosselli (2008) said the number of images of highly sexualized 

women maintains men 's dominance by designating women's bodies as property to be 

evaluated and touched whenever a man desires. Although women actually preferred to 

see a man suggestively dressed instead of other women, Kurzbard & Soley (1986) found 

female consumers were more likely to see partially clad or nude females in women's 

magazines. Lindner (2004) said, although magazines like Vogue are for a female 

audience, their ads portrayed women more stereotypically than any other kind of 

magazine. In addition, in 2000, 54% of ads in Cosmopolitan were based on a female 

model's appearance (Thomas & Treiber, 2000). A recent study by Stankiewicz and 

Rosselli (2008) found 63.39% of ads in fashion magazines showed women as sex objects. 

The Purpose of Sexual Appeal 

Advertisers choose to use sexual appeal in their campaigns for many reasons. 

Reichert et al. (2004) said advertisers push sexual boundaries because they want to outdo 

the competition. In 2000, more conservative magazines added sex in their editorial and 

advertising content in an attempt to increase their sales (Kuczynski, 2000). For example, 

Ladies' Home Journal created its first sex column in its 11 7 years of publication 

(Kuczynski, 2000). Redhook and Ladies' Home Journal were thought of in the past as 

"women's service" magazines (Kuczynski, 2000) . According to former Redhook editor in 

chief Lesley Jane Seymour, Redhook is trying to pull away from magazines it was once 

compared to, such as Ladies' Home Journal and Good Housekeeping, and is now trying 

to be compared to the likes of Elle and Jane (Kuczynski, 2000). Editors at Redhook and 

Ladies' Home Journal hope sexual content can help attract new readers (Kuczynski, 

2000). 



e ual appeal in adverti sing are often u ed to get people' attention and can 

erve a a mean to convince people to buy a certain brand or product (Reichert & 

Lambaise, 2003) . All men and women possess a need for intimacy, and advertisers take 

advantage of this and attempt to convince the audience their products and services wi ll 

help with sexual fulfillment (Reichert & Lambaise, 2003) . Couples shown in sexual 

appeals might be seen as proof that using certain products make people more sexually 

attractive (Reichert & Lambaise, 2003). Sexual appeals are often used when the product 

aims fo r associations with sexiness and temptation (Baker, 2005) such as beauty products 

and fragrances (Kilbourne, 1990). Sexual women are often shown in advertisements to 

imply the product will increase a woman's appeal to men (Baker, 2005). 

Women's fashion magazines are practically expected to include sex in adverti sing 

(Stankiewicz & Rosselli , 2008). A large portion of editorial content is related to fas hion, 

beauty and sexual skills, so they are likely to have a higher number of ads depicting 

women as sexual objects (Stankiewicz & Rosselli , 2008). Ads with at least one female 

were likely to include sexuality in their advertisements (Koemig & Granitz, 2006). In 

addition, ads aimed towards women are thought to be more effective in fashion 

magazines if women are portrayed as youthful , fashionable, and sexual, rather than 

business or technology savvy (Thomas & Treiber, 2000). 

Whi le overt sexuali ty can seem unnecessary in advertising, Reichert and 

Lambaise (2003) said it serves a purpose. Advertisements are designed to introduce 

products, position products ahead of the competition, remind consumers about products, 

and tell consumers why they should buy a certain product (Reichert & Lambaise, 2003). 

To be successfu l, adve rti sements must be attention-getting and moti vating (Reichert & 
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Lambaise, 2003). Advertisers believe images in advertising will have some sort of 

persuasive effect on those who view it (Thomas & Treiber, 2000). In addition, the 

advertisement' s message must be clearly defined (Cohen, Shumate, & Gold, 2007). If the 

audience does not understand the ad, it will not have any incentive to purchase the 

product or keep it in mind for the future (Scuilli & Bebko, 2005). Also, if consumers are 

highly involved with the idea or product being advertised, they will be more motivated to 

keep the advertisement in mind (Lee & Thorson, 2008). Mastin et al. (2004) indicated 

advertisers use stereotypical images to establish shared experiences among consumers to 

influence purchase decision. 

Researchers said sexual stereotypes have always occurred in advertising but the 

types of stereotypes are transforming over time. Lindner (2004) et al. explained: 

A shift has occurred from portraying women as socially inferior and 

subordinate to men in very blunt and obviously stereotypical ways (e.g. by 

showing them in domestic settings) to images of women that contain 

rather subtle messages about gender ro les and about women's place in the 

social power hierarchy. (p. 412) 

Sexual Images Through Time 

In the late 1950s and I 960s. women were consistently portrayed in ads as 

overachieving house\vives, dependent on men. and as pleasure-seeking and self-indulgent 

individuals (Venlatesan & Losco. 1975). Belkaoui and Belkaoui (1976) studied women's 

magazines in the 1950s and found \Vomen were often shown engaging in intense 

household duties. If women were shO\vn outside the home at all in this time period, they 

were usually depicted as unable to cope \vith the pressures of a secretarial job (Belkaoui 
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& Belkaoui (1976). Women were shown as purely decorative objects in 74.5% of ads in 

1958, 70% in 1970, and 94% in 1972 (Belkaoui & Belkaoui, 1976). Women in 

advertising also appeared to have limited purchasing power and were usually shown 

buying inexpensive items such as beverages, clothing, beauty aids, healthcare goods, 

cleaning products, and household items (Belkaoui & Belkaoui, 1976). Belkaoui and 

Belkaoui (1976) said advertisers did not keep up with the times, as they did not portray 

women in the wide variety of roles they actually maintained. When women were shown 

purchasing large items like cars or insurance or participating in transactions with banks, 

Belkaoui and Belkaoui (1976) found the media seemed to be telling women they needed 

a man to help them. Recent employment, marriage, and divorce statistics, however, 

illustrate women are currently responsible for making a wide range of purchasing 

decisions (Mastin et al. , 2004). Mastin et al. (2004) explained advertisements in women's 

magazines that provide awareness for financial services and technology have the 

potential to enhance the quality of life fo r women while also enhancing the companies 

providing the product. 

Although advertising is showing women as working professionals more often than 

before, there is an increase of overtly sexualized images of women (Lindner, 2004). 

Overtly sexual images of women indicate women's bodies are constantly on display to be 

judged (Lindner, 2004). In these ads, women are shown in highly sexualized ways, such 

as adopting a posture that suggests the need for protection and control (Lindner, 2004). 

Research has shown women are often depicted in advertisements as decorative objects 

(Reichert & Lambaise, 2003). "Decorative" can be defined as having no apparent link or 



connection between the model and the product or service being advertised (Thomas & 

Treiber, 2000). 
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In the 1980s, magazines portrayed women as more independent than in earlier 

years, but such images were counteracted by an increase in the portrayal of women as sex 

objects (Lindner, 2004). Recently, there has been a significant increase of images that 

present women as less sexually powerful than men in spite of showing images of women 

in powerful professional settings (Stankiewicz & Rosselli , 2008). Lindner (2004) found 

women to be objectified in 59.2% of the advertisements in Vogue . Vogue reinforced an 

inferior and weak stereotype of women by showing them tracing an outline of an object 

or caressing its surface instead of holding the object (Lindner, 2004). Also, women were 

shown in subordinate positions, such as lying on the ground, 33.3% of the time (Lindner, 

2004). Lindner (2004) found the results of the study to be di sturbing and described this as 

a backlash in response to women gaining power and more influential positions in the 

workplace and society, which can be perceived as a threat to the male dominant society. 

These sexuali zed, degrading. submissive. and objectifying images are used to reestablish 

the power imbalance between men and \-vomen (Lindner. 2004). 

Women in advertise ments are sometimes depicted differently when they are 

pictured with men than when pictured indi\ idual ly . Kurzbard and Soley (1986) studied 

the physical relationship bet\Yeen models if there was more than one model shown in an 

ad. Ads containing both male and female models \,Vere analyzed for their suggestion or 

depiction of intercourse. which was thought of as embrac ing while partially dressed or 

nude. Kurzbard and Soley ( 1986) fo und female models more likely to be sexually clad, 

meaning \Nearing super-low cut tops or tight clothing, partially clad, or nude. While the 
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percentage of sexual material stayed relatively the same throughout the years, Kurzbard 

and Soley (1986) found the type of sexual content changed. About 69.9% of sexual ads in 

1964 contained visible sexual content, but the number jumped to 79.1 % in 1984 

(Kurzbard & Soley, 1986). The amount of physical contact between models in 1984 was 

significantly greater than in 1964 (Kurzbard & Soley, 1986). In addition, Reichert et al. 

(2004) found female dress grew more sexually explicit over time in women's fashion 

magazines. 

Emotional Reactions 

Sexual appeals can evoke many different reactions from an audience. There are 

factors that can determine these reactions. Kim and Ward (2004) assessed women's 

sexual experience, personal background, and religious upbringing because individual 

characteristics are likely to affect the reader. Kim and Ward (2004) said a woman's 

motivation for reading magazines influences her opinions about sexual advertising. For 

example, if women are reading a magazine to obtain information about sex, they are more 

likely to approve of sexual images in advertising (Kim & Ward, 2004). Levels of 

magazine exposure can also determine women's sexual attitudes (Kim & Ward, 2004). 

According to the cultivation theory, repeated exposure to certain media messages can 

dictate attitudes and beliefs (Kim & Ward, 2004). Kim and Ward (2004) found the 

frequency by which women read magazines significantly correlated with their sexual 

attitudes, and readers of sexually liberated magazines like Cosmopolitan were more likely 

to support sex in advertising. 

The location of the ad can also influence the reaction of the public. Advertisers 

need to be aware of the placement of ads and the fee lings the audience might already 
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have in order to achieve a positive reaction from the audience (Potter, Braun-LaTour, & 

Reichert, 2006). Kurzbard and Soley (1986) found sexuality was more common and more 

accepted in international advertising than in American advertising. Lyonski (2005) said 

reactions are often due to generational, cultural, and gender differences. Koemig and 

Granitz (2006) noted advertisements are a representation of the thoughts and behaviors of 

the culture. Some researchers argued women's self-perception has evolved from the way 

women are featured in advertisements (Lyonski, 2005). 

Whipple and Courtney (1985) said the type of advertising used should depend on 

the product being advertised, because some types of advertising might be completely 

inappropriate to a particular product category or brand. Unilever, the company 

responsible for Axe and Dove products, explained each brand tailors its advertisements to 

reflect the interests and needs of its target audience eff. 2007). An article in USA 

Today reported an ad fo r Carl ·s Jr. restaurant featured Pari Hilton in a swimsuit (Girl, 

2005). The CEO of CKE Restaurants. which om1s Carl" s Jr.. said it was merely an effort 

to se ll hamburgers (Gi rl. 2005). . columni t at CS.~ Today was not convinced sex was a 

good tac ti c and sa id sex ,vas not necessary to se ll something as bas ic as a hamburger 

(G irl. 2005). 

Sexual appeals direc ted lo\\ ard men and ,,·omen are different. According to 

Reichert and Lambai se (2003 ). sex appeals in " omen· s magazines focused on 

attractiwness. behaYior. and sexual esteem. \\hereas appeals to\\·ard men emphasized 

better sex. more sex. and attrac ting beautiful " ·omen. Messner and Montez de Oca (2005) 

sa id \\·omen ,Yere often shom1 as highly sexualized fai1ta ie . Physical and personal 

attractiYeness are important aspects of adYerti sing campaigns for both men's and 



women's magazines (Amos, Holmes, & Strutton, 2008). Amos et al. (2008) claimed 

attractive people are viewed in a more positive light. According to Lee and Thorson 

(2008), attitudes and purchase intention were found to change in direct correlation with 

the physical and personal attractiveness of a model featured in an advertisement. 

Marketers expect people to have a positive reaction to a model and hope that positive 

feeling will transfer over to the company or brand (Cialdini, 1984). 

Effects on Women 

12 

In spite of its popularity, sexual appeals in advertising can have a negative effect 

on women (Koemig & Granitz, 2006) Sexism, which is an attitude or social practice that 

promotes gender roles, has the potential to hann women (Lyonski , 2005). Women have 

been shown in women's magazines as passive, helpless, and powerless (Koemig & 

Granitz, 2006) . Such stereotypes combined \\·ith overtl y sexual images and content can 

affect people's psychological well-being (Lindner. 2004). Exposure to such 

adverti sements can cause concern with body weight and body image (Linder). and 

constantly viewing sexuali zed images is associated with eating di sorders. low se lf

esteem. depress ion. and negative feelings regard ing one·s sexuality (S tankiewicz & 

Rosselli. 2008). Researchers fo und that \rnmen frequently exposed to fashion magazine 

images exhibited depression and body dissati sfac tion (Wilson & Blackhurst. 1999). 

About eight million \rnmen haYe an ea ti ng di sorder. and as many as one in fi ve college 

women suffe r from bulimia ('v\'il son & Blackhurst. 1999). Body dissatisfaction among 

\\"O men is no\Y the norm (En~cln-tvl :::iddox . ~005). The ph rase ··normative discontent" ,vas 

created ··to rel"cr to troubling findings of \\ idespread body di ssati sfaction among girls and 

\\"Omen in \.Vestern cultures .. (Enge ln-['vladdox. 200 .5. p. 1 l l-4 ). 
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Because so few women meet the ideal standards of beauty and sexuality created 

by the media, dissatisfaction with one' s appearance is a likely outcome of the social 

comparison process (Engeln-Maddox, 2005). The social comparison process proposes 

comparison with others is often used to fulfill the basic human drive for self-evaluation 

(Engeln-Maddox, 2005). The social comparison theory suggests people desire to compare 

themselves to others to gain information about the self (Bassenoff & Del Priore, 2007). 

People are most likely to compare themselves to people similar to themselves, but recent 

research has shown images of women in the media are increasingly becoming targets for 

comparison (Engeln-Maddox, 2005). Frisby (2004) said it is reasonable to assume when 

people are exposed to images in the media. they will automatically and unknowingly 

engage in social comparison. 

When a woman feels that the models on the pages of fashion magazines are better 

than she is, also known as upward social comparison, she may start to compare herself to 

the models (Bassenoff & Del Priore, 2007). For a woman to experience upward social 

comparison, she must see similarities, such as age and fea tures, between herself and the 

models (Bassenoff & Del Priore, 2007). Women who see diffe rences between themselves 

and media images are less li kely to feel unsatisfied with their bodies, sexuality, and 

weight (Bassenoff & Del Priore, 2007). Although social comparison can be damaging, it 

doesn't always have to be (Engeln-Maddox, 2005). Some women can actually be inspired 

by such comparisons and could even evaluate themselves more favorably than the models 

(Engeln-Maddox, 2005) . When a woman approaches the images with a self-evaluative 

motive. she is more likely to compare herself to the models in a negative manner, but if a 

woman approaches the images with a self-improvement or self-enhancement attitude, she 
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is more likely to compare herself favorably (Engeln-Maddox, 2005). 

The social comparison theory can be an effective marketing tool for women' s 

fashion magazines (Wilson & Blackhurst, 1999). Women are expected to be able to relate 

to the models in advertisements, and many advertisers use this to their advantage (Wilson 

& Blackhurst, 1999). The advertisers create this ideal to suggest women will be sexier or 

lose weight if they buy the right product (Wilson & Blackhurst, 1999). Some researchers 

have said social comparison is necessary for women's magazines to survive (Wilson & 

Blackhurst, 1999). Lindner (2004) explained Vogue is primarily a means for advertising 

products that are thought to be a cure for feelings of inferiority. Advertisers create an 

illusion that products will make the reader feel sexy and beautiful and, in turn, make them 

happy (Lindner, 2004). Feminist theory indicates women 's fashion magazines are able to 

maintain a constant market by promoting umeali st ic and mostly Lmattainable beauty 

ideals that are dependent upon personal dissati sfac tion (Sengupta. 2006). 

I ·iolence .-lgoi11s1 lro111en 

Kilbourne (1990) fo und people. after Yirn·ing sexuall y explicit advertisements, 

demonstrated an increased acceptance of rape. Yi olence. and sexual aggress ion against 

women. Some adverti se rs and publications actuall y shO\Y \\ Omen as sexual victims 

(Stankiewicz& Rossell i. 2008). \ccording to Kilbourne ( I 990). sexual victimization used 

to be only for pornography but has 110 \\. fo und itself in mainstream advertising through 

body positioning. facia l expressions. and sexual relationship . Since the 1970s, beauty 

and fashion images ha\·e increasingly incorporated Yi olence against women as explicit 

examples of subordinat ion (Lyonski. 2005) . Research has shO\rn rape and sexual 

intimidation are widespread problems (Stanki ewicz & Rosselli. 2008). In a study of 
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fashion magazines such as Cosmopolitan, Elle, Glamour, fnStyle , Marie Claire, Redhook, 

and Vogue, Stankiewicz and Rosselli (2008) attempted to determine the extent to which 

women were presented as sex objects, victims, or potential victims. Kilbourne (1990) 

indicated sexual victimization in advertising is illustrated as glamorous and exciting. 

Previous research showed the presentation of women concurrently as sex objects and 

victims increased the overall acceptance of violence against women (Stankiewicz & 

Rosselli, 2008) . Stankiewicz and Rosselli (2008) found women were presented as victims 

in about 16.57% of advertisements in women's fashion magazines. 

Some researchers found magazines feed off young men' s and women's 

insecurities and give them "convenient scapegoats on which to project anger at their 

victim status" (Messner & Montez de Oca, 2005, p. 1906). Messner and Montez de Oca 

(2005) found "revenge-against-women themes" in recent ads, which appeared to 

encourage men to express anger or even partake in violence against women (p. 1906). 

Such imagery in advertising establishes an environment in which women are insignificant 

objects (Stankiewicz & Rosselli , 2008). In addition, such images imply real men are 

sexually aggressive, violence is sexy, and women who are victims of sexual assault 

wanted it (Stankiewicz & Rosselli, 2008). 

Other Negative Effects 

Sexual advertising can also have a negative effect on the brand being advertised. 

Reichert et al. ( 1999) explained evidence shows sexuality in advertising might reduce the 

probabi li ty the audience will remember information. Overly sexual information and 

images can distract viewers to the point where there is little to no con-esponding gain in 

message processing or memory of a brand name (Reichert & Lambaise, 2003). Few 
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brand were correctly recalled when sex was dominant in the advertisement (Kurzbard & 

oley, 1986) . Also, sexual advertising can be offensive to even progressive target 

audiences (Whipple & Courtney, 1985). The success of sexual advertising depends on the 

audience, context, and intensity (Whipple & Courtney (1985). While overt sexuality 

could hurt sales, advertisers are willing to use sexual advertising to break through the 

clutter and gain brand awareness (Lyonski, 2005). 

Although sexual advertising can have a negative effect on the brand, some 

marketers enjoy the commotion (Bullock, 2008). Marketers at Calvin Klein call this "the 

halo effect" of controversy, which they said began back in the 1990s with scandalous 

commercials and continued with Obsession fragrance ads (Bullock, 2008, p. 456). In 

1995, the public and authorities were so bothered by a Calvin Klein ad that creative 

director Fabien Baron was investigated by the FBI for possible child pornography 

(Bullock, 2008). The ad featured scantily clad teens and even younger children striking 

poses in a basement while a man behind the camera coached them (Bullock, 2008). The 

FBI eventually decided no criminal acts were committed, but the brand pulled ads 

anyway (Bullock, 2008). Although Baron said he wondered if the brand had pushed the 

envelope too far , he admitted he liked the spectacle, and the sales of the jeans 

skyrocketed afterward (Bullock, 2008). Sexual appeals have the potential to bring 

negative publicity to a campaign and attract advocacy groups that can produce a large 

amount of negative publicity (Koemig & Granitz, 2006). Venkatesan and Losco (1975) 

explained the public is a powerful force, and if people believe that advertisements are too 

sexual, the backlash can be harmful. 



CHAPTER IV 

Method 

Given that past research has consistently shown women are objectified in 

advertising, this study was designed to test five hypotheses: 

Hl: Women will be objectified in the majority of the advertisements. 
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H2: Cosmopolitan will have the highest amount of sex and nudity among the five fashion 

magazines. 

H3: Summer magazines will include more nude and partially dressed models than the 

other seasons because of the seasonal clothing differences. 

H4: In ads with both men and women, women will be shown more often as subordinate 

and less powerful than men. 

HS: The magazine advertisements will show female models more often as victims rather 

than aggressors. 

Materials 

The study included a year·s worth of ad\'e11 isements from fiye popular women's 

fashion magazines: Cosmopolitan, Elle. Glamour. Alarie Claire, and Vogue. These 

publications were chosen because of the similarity in editorial and advertising content 

and because they each have circ ulations ranging from approximately one million to 

nearly three million (Cosmnpoliran). In terms of circulation. these magazines are five of 

the most popular women· s fashion magazines on the market. One issue from each of the 

four seasons of each maoazine was chosen because \\·omen in most locations dress 
e 

differently according to the season. To choose. the magazines were separated into the 

fo ur seasons, and a magazine was picked from each season at random. Only full-page or · 
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half-page adverti ement featuring at least one female model were used in this study. A 

total of 1,556 advertisements were examined in this study. 

Categories and Coding 

A large amount of studies involving fashion magazine advertising used content 

analysis and used similar evaluation techniques when assessing ads. The coding system 

for this study was based on several coding systems from previous studies. Goffman's and 

Kang ' s ( l 979) coding system was used as a guideline, and Stankiewicz and Rosselli ' s 

(2008) coding system was used as a guideline for the victim and aggressor portion of this 

study. Advertisements were coded only if at least one woman was present in the image. 

To find what types of ads were most commonly used in women's fashion 

magazines, the ads were put into 23 different product categories. While other researchers 

have used similar categories, several categories were added in order to obtain a more 

comprehensive view of the type of ads in fashion magazines. For example, cigarettes and 

education did not have their own individual category in previous studies. The categories 

for this study were: accessories, banking, beauty, cigarettes, education, fashion, 

food/drink, fragrance , gum/mints, health, home design, household goods, hygiene, 

insurance, liquor, movies, music, sex, technology, travel, TV, underwear, and Web site. 

These categories seemed to cover every type of ad found in the study's sample. In past 

studies by researchers such as Venkatesan and Losco (1975) and Belkaoui and Belkaoui 

(1976), women were considered to make only small-purchase decisions, and these 

categories were used to see if that still held true today in the popular women's fashion 

magazines. The types of advertisements found in the women's magazines provided 

insight into which sales tactics advertisers believed would be most effective in that type 
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of media. Advertising content is not chosen by the editors, and magazines have to make 

money, so an ad appearing in a publication does not mean the magazines represent or 

believe in the advertisements. This study is simply a way to find which kind of 

advertising material is found most often in women's magazines. 

Some of the categories Goffman studied in oeneral interest maoazines in 1979 
b b 

were used in this coding process. Many of the coding systems used in the studies about 

women's fashion magazine advertisements were based on sociologist Erving Goffman's 

coding system from the 1970s (Lindner, 2004 ). Goffman concentrated mostly on hands, 

knees, facial expressions, head postures, relative sizes, poses, positioning and placing, 

eye contact with the audience, finger biting and sucking in order to determine how men 

and women are depicted in ads (Klassen et al. , 1993). Goffman found gender and sexual 

stereotyping in ads occurred in ways that can be found by analyzing the following 

categories : relative size, function ranking, feminine touch, ritualization of subordination, 

and licensed withdrawal (Klassen et al. , 1993). Relative size referred to when men are 

often taller and take up more space than women, suggesting superiori ty over women 

(Klassen et al. , 1993). With function ranking. women were shown in less prestigious 

occupations or as controlled by a man (Klassen et al.. 1993). Feminine touch referred to 

women touching themselves in unnatural vYays or caressing and cradling objects (Klassen 

et al. , 1993). For example, sometimes women are shown gently touching or holding a 

perfume bottle whereas a man will be shown shaking a cologne bottle or holding it with 

more force (Klassen et al. , 1993). Women are also often shown touching themselves 

softly with the back of the ir hand or sitting in an uncomfortable pose (Klassen et al. , 

l 99") R. 1· · f bordi·nati'on was demonstrated when a woman was positioned to 
J . 1tua 1zat1on o su · 
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indicate submis ion or control by others. For example, a woman may lower herself 

physically, lie down at inappropriate times, or be embraced by a man (Lindner, 2004). 

The model wi ll be positioned in a way that someone else could have control over her 

(Lindner, 2004). Licensed withdrawal referred to women being depicted as removing 

themselves mentally from a situation (Lindner, 2004). In this case, the model 's attention 

drifts and she will look away from the reader or appear disoriented (Lindner, 2004). 

In 1997, Kang conducted a study that used Goffman's categories but added body 

display to the coding. Body display referred to the degree of nudity and the type of 

clothing worn by the model (Kang). Body display of the model or models in the ads was 

coded in this study. The four categories of body display were nude, partially dressed, 

normal dress, and the face-only shot, which meant only the face could be seen in the 

advertisement, so it was unclear what the model is wearing. According to Thomas and 

Treiber (2000), the face-only model is most often used to sell cosmetic products. Normal 

dress was everyday dress, such as jeans and a shirt or a suit. In normal dress, the model 

could be anyone because the focus was on the clothing more so than her looks or body. 

Partially dressed models included those wearing short shorts, revealing clothing, 

underwear, bathing suits, and unbuttoned blouses (Reichert et al. , 2004). To be coded as 

nude, the model had to be completely nude, covering strategic body parts or giving the 

illusion of being nude. Suggestions of nudity were present when models were holding a 

towel or if the photo was composed so genitals were concealed (Reichert et al. , 2004). 

Lindner (2004) used Goffman's and Kang 's classifications for a study of 

magazine ads in Vogue and Time from 1955 to 2002 but also added location and 

obj ectifi cation classifications to the study. Location in Lindner's (2004) study was 
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defined as a "domestic versus public settings" (p. 412). Location demonstrated where the 

images in advertisements are supposed to take place. The location can tell a lot about the 

ad and what messages marketers are trying to send. Home, bed, and office were coded in 

this study in order to find which of these three locations was most popular in women's 

fashion magazines. 

Objectification was another category in this coding process. Objectification can 

be defined in many ways, but this study defined objectification as whether a woman is 

used in an advertisement only to be looked at. A female model who was being objectified 

was used primarily for decoration. 

The categories of victim and aggressor were also coded. This has not been 

commonly examined in studies, but it is important to find whether models in today 's 

most popular fashion magazines are depicted as victims or aggressors of sexual or 

physical crimes or are portrayed as drug addicts because advertisements continue to 

shape what it means to be a female in society. If women are constantly viewing 

advertisements in which females are victimized, women might start to believe that type of 

behavior is acceptable, and if men start to see the same adve11isements, they might start 

to believe it is customary to treat women that way. The guidelines from Stankiewicz and 

Rosselli (2008) were used to determine if a model was acting as a victim or aggressor. 

There were several ways women were classified as victims by Stankiewicz and Rosselli 

(2008) . For example, a woman could be considered a victim if a person in the ad was 

invo lved in an act of violence against the woman, such as yelling, hitting, or shooting a 

gun (Stankiewicz & Rosselli, 2008). Also, a fe male model could be a victim if a man was 

d · t · 0 · 11 a sexLial act or was watching a woman in a sexualized omman · or overpowenn0 1 , 
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manner (Stankiewicz & Rosselli, 2008) . The female model could be a victim if she 

appeared lifeless or unconscious, is being lied to, or watched without her awareness. If 

the model was wearing makeup that made her appear sick or injured, she could have been 

a victim. In addition, the model could have been a victim if she was visibly afraid, angry, 

depressed, or vulnerable (Stankiewicz & Rosselli, 2008). An aggressor was defined as a 

female committing an act of violence or being dominant in a sexually aggressive manner 

(Stankiewicz and Rosselli, 2008). 

Many studies, such as the study by Kurzbard and Soley (1986), also reviewed ads 

in which men and women were shown together. When there were two or more people in 

an advertisement, the contact between the models was coded. This study coded whether 

there was a man and woman or two women, as sometimes multiple women are shown in 

the media as engaging in sexualized activities as well. The four categories of contact 

were no contact, simple contact, intimate contact, and very intimate contact. Very 

intimate contact was defined as depicting sexual intercourse or sexual behavior. Intimate 

contact was defined as embracing or kissing. Simple contact was defined as holding 

hands or having an arm around the other person in the ad. Models not touching at all were 

coded as having no contact. The sex of the model or models was also coded in the ads as 

well if there was more than one female model in the advertisement. 

This coding system included the sexual advertising that appeared in the ad's text 

as well, a category that many previous studies neglected to consider. Sex in advertising 

can appear in the text instead of in an image as a subtler means of a sexual appeal. Along 

with the overt sexuality in an image, the subtle sexual messages in the images were 

d d R · h d L b · e (?00J") explained some sexual content is overlooked if just co e . e1c ert an am ais -
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the images are studied. Therefore, it was important to study text. Subtle sexual messages 

and images in advertising can be equally as damaging. Although the underlying messages 

in advertising have remained mostly unchanged, there has been an increase in the more 

subtle means of stereotyping (Lindner, 2004) . Sexual appeals are often presented visually 

but sometimes are presented in subtle textual references (Kurzbard & Soley, 1986). 

Kurzbard and Soley (1986) studied headlines and text in advertisements as well as visual 

content and found text for some advertisements mentioned nudity, sex, breasts, 

contraception, and sexual phrases. Subtle sexual content in advertisements can contain 

innuendos, suggestive meanings, and double entendres (Reichert & Lambaise, 2003) . 

Klassen et al. (1993) said advertisers should be aware of the subtle stereotypes they put in 

advertising campaigns. If they are unaware of the subtle clues, marketers might support 

stereotypes without even realizing it (Klassen et al. , 1993) . 

In this study, the ads were placed into all of the categories, and the totals and 

percentages were found and analyzed. The percentages are based on the four issues from 

each magazine title in order to get a comprehensive view of each magazine's 

adverti sements. The magazine issues were considered individually as well in order to find 

which issues had the highest percentages fo r which category. and the percentages for 

each season were also calculated fo r the entire year for each magazine. The fa ll magazine 

issues included October 2008 Cosmopolitan, October 2008 Elle, October 2008 Glamour, 

October 2008 Marie Claire, and September 2008 Vogue. The winter magazines examined 

were December 2008 Cosmopolitan, February 2009 Elle, January 2009 Glamour, January 

2009 Marie Claire, and December 2008 Vogue. The spring magazines were April 2009 

C, z· A ·1 2009 Elle April ?009 Glamour April 2009 Marie Claire, and May osmupo 1/an , pn , - ' 
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2009 Vogue. The summer issues examined were July 2009 Cosmopolitan, July 2009 Elle, 

July 2009 Glamour, July 2009 Marie Claire, and July 2009 Vogue . It was important to 

find which seasons had higher numbers in certain categories as well as which titles had 

higher numbers in the categories. The overall totals and percentages for fashion 

magazines as a whole were also a major part of this study. 



CHAPTER V 

Results 

The first hypothesis indicates women will be objectified in the majority of the 

total advertisements. This was not supported in the findings. In the total magazine 

adverti sements, women were objectified 36.63% (n = 570) of the time and were not 

objectified 63.37% (n = 986) of the time. 
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In the second hypothesis, it was predicted that Cosmopolitan would contain more 

sex and nudity than the other magazines. This was supported in some ways but not 

supported in other ways. Cosmopolitan and Glamour each contained five couples 

engaged in sex, but because of the total number of ads, 8.47% of Cosmopolitan 's total 

ads included sex compared with 9.43% of Glamour 's total ads. In terms of nudity, 

Cosmopolitan contained 29 ads featuring nude models, but Vogue contained 53. The 

numbers suggest Vogue contains more nudity, but because of the total number of ads, 

Cosmopolitan has a higher percentage of nudity. Vogue contains 526 ads throughout the 

four issues used in this study, but Cosmopolitan contains only 252 ads. In this regard, the 

hypothesis is supported because 11.51 % of Cosmopolitan 's total ads contain nudity 

compared with 10.08% of Vogue's total ads. 

The third hypothesis predicts the summer issues will include a higher amount of 

nude and partially dressed models because in the summer people wear less clothing. The 

hypothesis was supported in percentages but not in the actual number of ads. In the total 

amount of summer ads, 14.29% of models were nude, which is a higher percentage than 

any other season, bu t because of the total number of ads in each season, it does not 

contain the highest number of nude models because it has the lowest number of total ads. 
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In other words, it had the lowest number of nude models but it had the highest percentage 

of nude models. However, the summer contained the least amount of partially dressed 

models with 26.37%. The spring actually contained the highest percentage of partially 

dressed models with 41 .83%, but fall contained the highest number of partially dressed 

models with 30.35% (n = 227) because the fall has the highest number of ads. Therefore, 

the hypothesis was not supported in terms of partially dressed models. 

In the fourth hypothesis, it is predicted women will be shown to be less powerful 

and subordinate to men when male and female models are photographed together. This 

hypothesis is not supported by the results of the study . Only 26.22% of the total number 

of ads in the fashion magazines showed women as subordinate to men, but 73 .14% of the 

total ads showed women just as powerful or more powerful than men. 

In the fifth hypothe is. it i pred icted the magazine ads ,,·ill show fema le models 

more often as victims rather than aggressors. The re ults of this study suppo11 this 

hypothesis. Females are shom1 as Yictims in 5.53°0 {n = 86) of the total ads in the five 

fashion magazine titles. but l'cmalcs arc shom1 a - aggrc sors in only 0.96° o {n = 15) of 

the total ads. 

r ·oaue had the b r!lcst amount or tot::11 ads Cl)ded with 526. f/le had 33 .+ total ads 
"" -

coded. Glwnour had :259. Co.,mopoli1w 1 had 252. and .\!uric C/uire had 185 (sec Table 

A 1 ). r ·ogue had the highest number or ads rcaturing both male and female models ,,·ith 

68 d C I
. d Ell , e-ich Ind ,S ads k::iturim.1. male and female models. 

a s. OSI/IOJ)O lll/11 an ( (. ' - -

GI 
. I d d .., - d· ,,.·1tl1 i,oth male and temale models. and .\farie Claire included 

C/1/1 0 11/" JllC LI e _,) a s L 

- - d t 1ml ad,·erti sements. the fa ll issues contained 
19 (see Table A:2) . In terms ot seasons an l 

. . _ . 8 t· 11 wed bY sprin2. with 361 . \\'inter magazines 
the h1 ohest number ot ads mth 74 • 0 0 • -

t:, 
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contained 265 total ads, and summer issues had the lowest amount of total ads with 182 

ads (see Table A3). The summer issues also had the least amount of total pages, and fall 

issues had the highest number of total pages. 

All ads were categorized, and results showed the five magazines, taken together, 

published more fashion-related ads than any other category. The fashion category had 

38.95% (n = 606) of the total ads, followed by beauty with 30.98% (n = 482) of the total 

ads. The category with the third highest number of ads overall was fragrance with 9.58% 

(n = 149) of the total ads. As for the individual publications and categories, Vogue 

included the highest number of accessory ads with 12.17% (n = 64), followed by Elle 

with 7.78% (n = 26). 

The "big-ticket" advertising categories included banking, education, insurance, 

and technology. Cosmopolitan, Elle, and Vogue each contained one banking ad, and 

Glamour and Marie Claire did not feature any banking ads at all. The winter season 

contained the highest number of banking ads with just 0.75% (n = 2). No banking ads 

were shown in spring or summer seasons. The only magazine to feature college education 

ads was Cosmopolitan with 1.19% (n = 3) . Education ads were not shown in the summer, 

but the winter had the highest amount of education ads with only 0.38% (n = 1). Marie 

Claire featured the hi ahest number of insurance ads with 1.08% (n = 2). Elle did not 
0 

feature any insurance ads in any of the issues examined. Winter magazines did not 

feature any insurance ads, but the summer issues contained the most insurance ads with 

only 0.55% (n = 1). Overall , the magazines featured 0.77% (n = 12) technology ads with 

· 1 d d · h · Cos,no'Politan featured the largest amount of technology women 111c u e in t e images. 

ads with 1.98% (n = S). Marie Claire had 1.62% (n = 3) technology ads, Elle had 0.60% 



(n = 2), and Glamour had 0.39% (n = 1), and Vogue had 0.19% (n = 1) out of the total 

number of advertisements in each magazine. The winter season featured the highest 

amount of technology ads with 1.89% (n = 5). The spring season contained the least 

amount of technology ads with 0.28% (n = 1). 
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As for smaller purchases like cigarettes and alcohol, Vogue was the only 

magazine to feature any cigarette ads, which equaled 0.38% (n = 2) of its total ads for all 

of the Vogue ads included in the study. Both of Vogue 's cigarette ads appeared in the 

summer. The magazines did not feature a large amount of alcohol ads either. Glamour 

did not include any, and Cosmopolitan, Elle, Marie Claire. and Vogue each featured one. 

Fall and winter magazines did not contain any alcohol ads. but the summer issues 

contai ned the highest amount of alcohol ads \\·ith 1.10% (n = 3). The spring issue 

contained only 0.28% (n = 1 ). 

r ·ogue fea tured the hi ghest number of fa,hion ad \erti sements ,,·ith 61. 79% (n = 

325) in the issues examined. Lile featured -F). I O 
o (n = 16-l l fashion ads. and Gla1110 11r 

featured 5] (20 .46%). ( ·o.,nWJNJ /i1o11 CL1ntailll'J 12 .70°0 (n .~2 ) fas hi on aJ · and .\farie 

(_ '/ · t · . 1 17 "Oo , 11 - ,1 ) 1·.1,111·L111 ·1J, '\ Li t -.;urnri:,inl:.h . the foll fash ion issue cure con a 111 c u .. 1 •o \ - -· - , •' ' ·" · · r - • 

displayed the hi ghest amount of fo shinn ad s ,, ith 50.6 7° o (11 = -~ 79) . \\ .inter anJ spring 

· I . · d .· l , b 1 11 ,, .i 0 The 11, e wtal ,,·inter publications contained 89 issues \\ere near:, tic \\ 111 d l l ·' o. 

· bl. · - . 1- · 1, ! ! 1 6 f-i,d1iL111 ad, Summer h:id the least fa shion ads. and the spring pu 1c:111_lllh u in ,111 ll - ' · · · 

amount of fa shion ads ,, ith 12. 

· J · t1 I f ' ,, 73/c ( -~ . , 
1 

. ,1 , . lbcr t1f fooJ Jnnk a s ,,·1 1 a tota o __ .) _ o n -
(j/wnour lcatured till lit- lot nun 

6). 
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As for fragrances, Cosmopolitan featured the highest number of fragrance 

adverti sements in the total throughout the year with 17.86% (n = 45). Glamour contained 

the second highest amount of fragrance ads with 11.58% (n = 30). Winter magazines 

produced the highest amount of fragrance ads with 23.40% (n = 62). Summer contained 

the lowest number of fragrance ads with only 0.55% (n = 1 ). Fall magazines had 8.16% 

(n = 61) fragrance ads and spring magazines had 6.93% (n = 25). 

The magazine that placed the highest amount of health ads was Cosmopolitan 

with 8.73% (n = 22), followed by Glamour with 7.72% (n = 20). Cosmopolitan also 

featured the highest amount of hygiene ads with 5.16% (n = 13), followed by Marie 

Claire with 3.78% (n = 7). The summer issues contained the highest number of health ads 

with 6.59% (n = 12) and the highest amount of hygiene ads with 7.69% (n = 14). Sex 

product ads were only shown in Cosmopolitan and Marie Claire. Only 0.79% (n = 2) 

were shown in Cosmopolitan, and only 0.54% (n = 1) were shown in Marie Claire. The 

winter and summer magazines did not include any sex ads, but fa ll contained 0.27% (n = 

2) sex ads, and spring magazines contained 0.2 8% (n = 1). 

Elle included the highest number of underwear ads with 3 .29% (n = 11 ), followed 

by Marie Claire with 1.08% (n = 2). Summer magazines contained the largest amount of 

underwear ads with 2.20% (n = 4). Winter magazines contained the least amount of 

underwear ads with 0.38 (n = 1; see Tables A4 and AS). 

To be coded for relative size, the ad must have had at least one man and woman 

" d Wh .:- 1 d 1 was .:-eatured with a male model, 32.83% of the total 1eature . en a 1ema e mo e 1' 

f d d t d elatl·ve size Vocrue featured the highest number of couples 
amount o a s emonstra e r · o 

· · • • · 'ti "'6 763/c (n = ?5). The lowest amount of relative size mads 11lustratmg relative size w1 1 _) • 0 
-



was displayed in Marie Claire with only 21 .05% (n = 4) of ads. The season with the 

highest amount of couples depicting relative size was spring with 43.18% (n- 19), and 

the season with the lowest amount was summer with 27.78% (n = 5). 
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To be coded for function ranking, at least one male model and female model were 

featured in the advertisement. Overall, 46.46% of total ads displayed function ranking. As 

far as individual magazines, Elle had the highest amount of function ranking with 55 .26% 

(n = 210. The lowest number of function ranking occurred in Cosmopolitan with 42.11 % 

(n = 16). The spring season contained the highest amount of function ranking with 

45.45% (n = 20). The season with the lowest amount of function ranking was summer 

with 33.33% (n = 6). 

In addition, 54% of the total ads fro m all of the magazines displayed feminine 

touch. In terms of individual magazine titl es, Vogue displayed the highest number of ads 

showing feminine touch with 58 .17% (n = 306). fo llowed by Elle with 55.39% (n = 185) . 

The lowest amount of fe minine touch was fo und in .\ forie C/o ire \Vith 47 .57% (n = 88). 

The season that displayed the largest amount of femi nine touch was \Vinter with 161 

60 .75% (n = 161). The season that shO\\ed the lo\Yest amount of fe minine touch ,vas 

summer with 48.35% (n = 88). 

In all of the fashion m:igazines. 26.22% of the total num ber of ads examined 

I d b 
·d· t r ·

0
a 11,, displaYed the hi g_ hest amount of subordination in 

s 1owe vvomen as su 0 1 ma e. L' " • -

II f I 
. . d ··tl·i ads J., 1 S6% (n = 166). The magazine that di splayed the 

a o t 1e issues exam me \\ 1 . · 

· · \l . · Cf · ·e \\·ith 17 30% ( n = 32) of ads. Winter 
lowest amount of subordmat1 on \\ as - m ze m, · 

. t f subordination \Yith 30.9-+% (n = 82), and 
magazines contained the highest amoun ° 

. . d ti least amount of subordination with 13 . 74% (n = 25). 
summer magazmes contame 1e 
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In terms of licensed withdrawal, 26.86% of the total amount of fashion magazine 

ads showed the models displaying licensed withdrawal. In all of the issues examined Elle 
' 

showed the largest number of models in ads with licensed withdrawal with 35.92% (n = 

120). Cosmopolitan displayed the lowest number of models displaying licensed 

withdrawal with 20.23% (n = 51; see Table A6). Fall and summer magazines both 

contained approximately 30% of total ads depicting models displaying licensed 

withdrawal. Fall contained 228 ads displaying licensed withdrawal, and summer 

contained 55 ads displaying licensed withdrawal. Winter magazines contained the least 

amount of models displaying licensed withdrawal with 16.60% (n = 44; see Table A 7). 

Overall, the largest number of models in the magazines wore nonnal, everyday 

dress, but 9. 7% of the models in the total amount of ads in the magazines were actually 

nude. Glamour, Marie Claire, and Vogue each presented about 10% of the models as 

nude in the total number of advertisements in each publication (see Table A8). ot 

surprisingly, the summer magazines contained the largest percentages of nude models in 

the total amount of ads with 14.29%. The lowest percentage of nudi ty was displayed in 

the fa ll with 7.49% of the total number of ads. The winter sea on displayed 12 .83% (n = 

34) nude female models, and 9.7% (n = 35) of the model were nude in the spring. 

Surprisingly, the summer season ac tually had the lea t amount of partially dressed 

models with 26.37% (n = 48). Spring disp layed the highest percentages of partially 

d d d I ·th 41 8"01 1-'o l!o,ved b"· the ,Yinter season ,,·ith 38.49% of the total resse mo e s w1 . .J 1 0, 1 1 

; 

· f 11 ,., 0 ,., - 0 1 (n = 77 7) of ads showed models as partially dressed. quantity of ads. In the a . .J . .J) ; o --

. f al eYervday dress models with 56.04% Summer actually had the highest amount o norm · . . 

(n = 102; see Table A9). 
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With the location coding in all of the magazines examined, 3.6% of the total 

number of models were shown in bed, but only 0.84% were shown in an office setting. 

Cosmopolitan showed 7.14% (n = 18) of female models in bed. For example, fragrance 

ads generally showed female models in bed wearing lingerie if anything at all, and a razor 

and shave gel ad showed a male and female model naked in bed. On the other hand, 

Cosmopolitan showed only 0.79% (n = 2) models in an office or workplace setting in all 

of the issues examined. Elle showed the lowest number of models in bed with 1.80% (n = 

6), and Glamour showed the largest amount of women in an office setting with a total of 

1.54% (n = 4; see Table AlO). The summer season showed the largest amount of models 

in bed with 4.40% (n = 8). The summer also depicted the largest number of models in an 

office setting with 1.65% (n = 3). Winter magazines, however, contained the least amount 

of women in an office setting with 0.38% (n =l; see Table Al 1). 

In all of the magazines issues examined, 36.63% of the models in the 

advertisements were depicted as objects. The issues of Cosmopolitan depicted the highest 

percentage of models as sex objects with 50.79%. Vogue . on the other hand, depicted 

25.48% of models as sex objects (see Table A 12). The fo ur seasons were fa irly even in 

tenns of objectification and percentages. The fa ll season contained 37.97% (n = 284) of 

ads that depicted models as objects, winter featured 35 .09% (n = 93), spring had 37-12% 

(n = 134), and summer had 32.42% (n = 59) . 

In tem1s of victim and aggressor coding. 5.53% (n = 86) of female models were 

· and onl , 0 96% ( n = 15) of female models depicted as victims in all of the magazmes, ) · 

. that included the highest number of victims in 
were shown as aaaressors. The magazme 

00 

. . , . ,, 0 1 ( = 48) Marie Claire depicted the lowest number of 
advert1 s111a was voaue with 9.1., i o n · 

0 ◊ 
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model as victims with 1.08% (n = 2). Marie Claire did not show any models as 

aggressors, but Vogue also depicted the highest number of models as aggressors with 

1.52% (n = 8) ; see Table 13). The spring season contained the largest percentage of 

models depicted as victims with 6.09%. The summer contained the least with 3.30%. Fall 

depicted 5.88% (n = 44) of models as victims, and winter included 14 5.28% (n = 14). 

The summer magazines did not contain any images of women depicted as aggressors. 

The fall contained the highest number of models as aggressors with 1.13% (n = 10), 

followed by the spring season at 0.83% (n = 3), and the winter season with 0.75% (n = 2). 

Most of the models in all of the magazines were shown having no physical 

contact with each other, but 4.75% were shown involved in very intimate contact. In 

addition, 14.84% of the models in all of the ads examined were invo lved in intimate 

contact. As for individual titles, Glamour contained the highest number of people 

engaged in very intimate contact with 9.43% (n = 5) of couples. Marie Claire showed 

21.2 1 % (n = 7) of couples engaged in intimate contact. Elle depicted the largest amount 

of models not enoaoed in any contact at all wi th 57.75% (n = 41) of ads. The lowest 
0 0 

amount of very intimate contact was also portrayed in Elle vYith only ad 1.4 1 % (n = 1 ), 

and Elle also had the lowest amount of in ti mate contact with only 5.63% (n = 4) . 

Cosmopolitan had the lowest number of models. 28.81 % (n = l 7; see Table Al4), 

showing no contact at al l. The fa! I magazines shovYed the highest number of couples 

enoaoed in verv intimate contac t with 5.52% (n = I 0). fo llowed by spring magazines with 
0 0 J 

5.26% (n = 4). The winter season showed the lO\\·est amount of models engaged in very 

· · . I ? ,., .., 0 1 (n = J) The summer showed the highest number mt1mate contact with one coupe _ . .J.J 1 0 · 
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models engaged in intimate contact with 24.32% (n = 9), and the spring season had the 

least amount of couples engaged in intimate contact with 10.53% (n = 8; see Table Al 5). 

Surprisingly, only 7.65% of the total ads had sexual reference within the text 

overall. The magazine that had the most ads with sexual text was Cosmopolitan with 

13.10% (n = 33). For example, an ad for Venus razors in the April 2009 issue includes 

the text, "The goddess of check please," implying if a woman uses this razor, she and her 

man will go home and go to bed without finishing dinner. Vogue contained the lowest 

amount of ads with sexual text with 3 .61 % (n = 19), but Vogue and Elle featured the 

highest number of ads that did not include any text at all (see Table A 16). The summer 

magazines had the highest amount of sexual reference in text with 18.68% (n = 34). The 

season with the second highest amount of sexual reference in text was the winter season 

with 7.1 7% (n = 19) . Spring contained 6.09% (n = 22) of ads with sexual reference in 

text and the fa ll season contained the lea t amount of sexual refe rence in text with 5.88% 
' 

(n = 44). 

Male models were \Vearing more clothi ng than the female models in 56.06% of all 

of the fashion magazine ad\-erti sements. The magazine \Yi th the largest amount of 

r 1 · less clotl1ino than male model in ads \Yas Cosmopo!iran \\·ith 65 .79% (n Lema es wearing =- ' 

= 25). The magazine \Yith the ]o \WSl amount of female models \\·earing less clothing than 

male model 'Aas Alarie Clo ire \\·ith eight --+2. 11 o o (n = 8: see Tab I~ A 17). In the summer, 

· · 11 · ct t·~ ale mode ls \Yearin° les than male 9-t .44% (n = 17) of ads in .\!urie Chu re 1 uSl l ate cm ~ 

ct 6 - 91 o, (n == 79) or fema le models wearing less than 
models. The spring season showe ) . 0 

-

_ 
1 

d 1_ -11 the \\·inter \\ Ore less than male models. 
males. and 54.8 -+¾ (n = 17) tema e mo e ~ 1 
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CHAPTER VI 

Discussion 

It was predicted that women would be portrayed as sexualized beings in the 

majority of the advertisements in the fashion magazines. Although this hypothesis was 

not supported in the findings, 36.63% of women were objectified in the total number of 

ads, meaning 570 ads showed women being objectified. While this is not the majority, it 

is still a large number of female models, averaging about one in three female models. It is 

nice that the majority of the women were found not shown dehumanized in this study, but 

it could still be harmful for women to view fashion magazines and see one in three 

females in advertisements being objectified. Results such as these could cause damage to 

the female psyche. It seems females place emphasis on sexuality when determining their 

level physical attractiveness, but other factors , such as weight, also seem to play a large 

role in determining the level of phys ical attractiveness. It appears sexuali ty in ads may 

not always make sense to the reader, but it most likely at least got their attention and got 

that person thinking about the brand. If sexuality in an ad does not have an obvious 

purpose, it ri sks driving away future consumers. The magazines ac tually are not the 

problem when it comes to ove t1 sexuali ty in adverti sements because they do not choose 

or di scriminate between ads. The responsibi li ty should lie with the company or brand 

· d b f the\· oo to print. Therefore. maybe more because each company approves its a s e ore . :::- -

research needs to be done on which brands promote the most sexuality in their 

advertising campaigns. 

. . . t ally· portrayed as objects more often than they 
In Cosmopolitan, women 'A- ere ac u 

. . h 1 . ublication that did support the first 
were not. Therefore, Cosmopolztan \\as t eon ) P 
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hypothesis. Women in 128 of Cosmopolitan 's total number of advertisements were 

depicted as sexual individuals, and women in 124 ads were not. This is probably because 

Cosmopolitan has a reputation for being more sexualized than the other publications 

examined. While women in Cosmopolitan are often shown as sexually powerful, this 

study shows women in Cosmopolitan are also presented as objects more often than not, 

which can be potentially harmful for subscribers who read the publication each month. 

In this study, it was somewhat supported Cosmopolitan contained more sex and 

nudity than the other magazines. Because of the total number of ads, Glamour and Vogue 

also displayed equal or larger amounts of sex and nudity. As stated previously, 

Cosmopolitan' s advertising is more sexualized than other fashion magazines, so it is to be 

expected that it will show more sex or nudi ty as a whole. Glamour shows a large amount 

of sex in its advertisements but seems to show large amount of positive sexuality, 

meaning women are enjoying themselves and not being forced into any activities. 

According to the results, l 0.08% (n = 53) of ,rnmen ,vere nude in l'ogue 's total number 

of adver1isements examined. Hovveve r. 9. 13% (n = 48) women in f 'ogue 's ads were also 

I 1 · t·n1s den1onst1·at1·11 0 that f ·o aue did not sho,,· women as sexually s 1own as sexua v1c 1 , ::: ..., 

powerful , and in some cases were sho\\11 as the opposite. Victimization of women in 

· - - d - ·oht start to think that kind of behavior is 
Vogue occurs so often that its younge1 1ea e1s m1::: · 

· d -j' maoazine editors do not choose the 
normal and acceptable. As mentrone ear 1er. "::: 

· k onev and ,Yill oenerally use most ads in 
advertising content. Magazmes haYe to ma e m . ::: 

. _ h ,v ver focus on target audiences and will only 
order to generate revenue. Advertisers. 0 e · -

. . • fie audienc e. It ,rnuld be a waste of time 
advertise in publications that target theu speci 
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and money for advertisers to advertise in a magazine not targeting the audience they want 

to reach. 

It was hypothesized women would be wearing less clothing and be shown as nude 

more often in the summer issues of the fashion magazines. This was not supported in 

numbers because the summer magazines had the lowest number of total ads but it was 
' 

supported in percentages for the same reason. In other words, the percentage of nude 

models is high because the number of total ads is low. The spring magazines displayed 

the largest percentage of partially dressed models, most likely because designers debut 

their summer collections in the spring. People who work at magazines must think several 

months in advance because they go to press and are published a couple of months early. 

For example, editors will work on the July issue in the spring. Therefore, summer 

clothing ads are actually displayed in the spring issues of fashion magazines. The fall 

season contained the highest number of partially dressed models because the fall issues 

contain the highest number of total ads. Fall fashion magazines generally use September 

as their fall fashion issue , and magazines such as Vogue and Elle often have upwards of 

500 pages in thi s issue alone. 

The fo urth hypothesis predicted women would be shO\.\-TI as less powerful and 

b d. h I and .i:-emale models are shov,11 in the same image. While su or mate to men w en ma e 1 1 ~ 

th . · hn' II t •ted 76 7?% of the total \\·omen in all of the fashion 1s 1s tee ,ca y no suppor , - ---

b d. t d less po\rerful than men. That averages to magazine titles were shown as su or ma e an 

. h .i:- 1 · maoazine ads examined. Although the abo ut one in four women m all oft e 1as 11011 =, 

. . 1 to men one in four \Vomen is still a significant maJonty of women were shown as equa , 

b 408 women in the magazines were shown as 
number. In fact , in terms of actual num ers, 
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subordinate. This kind of average can still be potentially damaging to young women who 

consistently view magazines because they might start to believe they should be 

subordinate to men. Cosmopolitan actually shows the least amount of women in ads as 

subordinate, which makes sense because the majority of their articles are about taking 

charge in the bedroom, in the office, and in life in general. 

The fifth hypothesis predicted magazines would show female models as victims 

more often than aggressors. This is supported in the findings. Although the other 

hypotheses were not all fully supported in the findings, they go hand in hand with this 

hypothesis. One in four women in the fashion magazines was shovvn as subordinate and 

less powerful than men, and one in three women in the fashion magazines was 

objectified. It is only natural that women would not be sho\\11 as aggressors becau e 

aggressors would be committing ac ts that make them ob\·iously more pov\·erful than the 

man or other women shown in the ad. Females are mo t likely sh0\\11 as \'ictims in 5.53% 

of the total number of ads because. as Kil bourne ( l 990) aid . sc :-;ual \·ictimiw tion in 

fashion adve rti sing is depicted as glamorous and c:-;citin!!. 

Thro ugh this coding process. ad. from each category pro\·cd to be O\-crtly e:-;ual. 

· - I · I \ ~ · , 1· ~d 1:or c:-;amplc an accessories ad in the Accessori es ads \\'ere ortcn 11 g 1 y SL\U,1 IZL . • , · 

· · · · - d · · 1 a red dress. The \\·oman \\ as al mo t 
spring issue of i\/ane Clwre tcature a \\ Oman 11 · 

· d. I .· ,, I ,,e diamond rin!! . The te\t read. ··Jf s 
touch mg herself bd\\ et'n the legs. 1sp a: 111=- a iu=- -

.. H , . _ F. ·e accessories ad fo r the September i ue of 
not such a dirty li ttle sec ret. In a La1t::, on ll ' 

. . ~ . \\ho \\as \\·earin!! only diamond earrings. The 
f,og11e, a man was lymg on top ol a \, oman -

. .. . . . 1 rnnazines throughout the year included an 
text read. ··Love mtense lv . Se\ e1 al ot tie 11 =-



Ebel accessories ad showing supermodel Gisele Bundchen completely nude in bed, 

wearing only a watch. 
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Many fashion ads were also overtly sexual. In a sexualized ad for Bebe in the 

September Vogue , models were partially dressed in black bras and tight black clothing 

(see Figure 1). One of the models in another one of the Bebe ads was even holding a pair 

of handcuffs. On the next page, another ad for Bebe showed models wearing equally 

revealing clothing but holding whips. A Marciano ad demonstrated how women are 

perceived as overtly sexual beings in fashion magazine adverti sements (see Figure 2) . In 

a particularly sexual Ed Hardy fashion ad fo r the September Vogue. a female model was 

straddling a male model. The male model was not \,·earing a hirt. and the fema le look 

li ke she's not wearing pants ( ee Figure 3). Cesare Pac iotti fashion ads \,·ere al o 

exceedingly sexuali zed. In one of the Ce arc Pac iotti ads fo r eptcmber I'ogue. the 

female model was bent over. \,·cari ng no top. arm in front of breasts. wear ing ju t leather 

pants and stilettos. l n another. the same mnde l \\ as I~ i ng Jn\, n " ·i th on I Y uspcnders 

coYcring her breasts (see figure-+) . In a shock ing ad from .-\ rmani Exchange for the April 

'"'009 · t" ( ' 1·1 1 tl1, rnodcls ac tlnlh looked to be partakinr in a Qiant orgy. A .!. issue o · os111opo I w . L • , , . - -

· · 1· · 1·, ,1 • .. , , frl1m 'mother \,·oman ,,ho wa · pu lli rnr 
\\Oman was mounting a man _1ust a C\\ LL '1\\ " - , -

d d
·1·t· . t· \ t· ,\,. feet behind them. there ,,as a man ,,ith his pants own a 1 · erent man s pan ::i . . - l 

I 1.. I ld . hi · crotch Gucss·1 ads almost 
pull ed dom 1. butt in full \ ic,\. as he appcarcc to L'C 

10 mg ::, · - · 

1 1 . G 
1

, •• ·> ·id in the FcbruarY 2009 i uc of Elle, a 
always appeared to be owrt ly sc\ua . n -1 il o::, · ' · 

. . . . . . . .· d. ,, n top L)r a man ,,·hik he groped her. Although 
woman 111 sk111-t1ght .ieans \\ as gr 111 111::::- 0 

. . . . o ines some ads like the .-\m1ani bchange ad 
Se\ual ads are e\pected in tash1on ma::::-az · 

. t· t1 "" 01asthead to an ad,·ertisement of that sort 
. h ,_· -r . no a paoe rom h. \Yere simply s oc i--:rng. u1 ni ::::- = 
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is enough to catch someone off guard Ads such as that wi'll cat h 1 , · b · c peop e s attention, ut 

possibly for all the wrong reasons. 

Several ads for clothing actually featured nude models. A Versace ad in the 

September 2008 issue of Vogue featured a nude model sitting on the couch. You could 

not see anything completely inappropriate, but the only articles of clothing advertised in 

this ad are a bag and shoes (see Figure 5). In a Valextra ad also in the September 2008 

Vogue, a nude model was positioned with a photo of a bag next to her but not actually 

with the bag. The model did not make any connection to the brand, and the brand did not 

even attempt to establish a connection between the two. On the next page, a male model 

was actually objectified as well. This Valextra ad placed a nude male model with a 

briefcase near him. This made a bit more of a connection because it 's actually a brief case 

rather than a photo of a briefcase, but he is still nude for an ad for a clothing and 

accessory brand. In fashion ads, it is expected that the models will be wearing the clothes 

being advertised. When they are not and placed with only a photo of the item, it might 

make the reader wonder why the model does not have on the clothing. ude models in 

fashion advertisements will attract people· s attention. but advertisers should be careful 

they do not get carried away, as nudity can be offensi\'e and unnecessary. 

Although not common, a handful of food/drink ads \Vere overtly sexual. In an ad 

· c t ·r ctress Jenni fer Anniston was pictured for G!aceau Smartwater 111 the July osmopo I an, a 

. . . b tt l f Sma.Ii\vater. The text read. ··Pure infatuation ." In nude, caressmg and kissmg a o e o 

. S . t r ad was featured. Anniston was nude the July issue of Glamour, a different mru twa e 

J 1 , · sue of Vooue another image of a nude again, caressing the water bottle. In the u ) ts O ' 

_. 't that read, "Pure temptation. You know you 
Anniston fo r Smartwater appea.i·ed with tex 
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want it." For a brand of water, this type of advertising seemed to be over the top. The ads 

were done tastefully, and Anniston looked beautiful but th d"ty d , e nu 1 an text seemed out 

of place for an advertisement for water. In this case, however, at least the brand made a 

connection between the nudity and the product. By being nude and make-up free, 

Anniston was displaying beauty and purity, and the water is supposed to be in its pure 

and most delicious form. 

Fragrance ads, most likely due to the sensuality associated with perfume, almost 

always were sexualized. In a popular fragrance ad for Givenchy, the text read "simply 

irresistible" while actress Liv Tyler sat in a sheer dress on a bed. One of the most overtly 

sexual fragrance ads was an ad for Calvin Klein' s fragrance Secret Obsession. Actress 

Eva Mendes was nude, in bed and obviously in a state of pleasure (see Figure 6). The 

Calvin Klein Secret Obsession print ads were also part of a television campaign, but the 

television ad was deemed so sexual that it actually had to be cut down considerably to be 

at all appropriate (Bullock, 2008). Mendes argued the commercial was not inappropriate 

at all but admitted it featured intimate qualities that make people uncomfortable. Elle 

described this as the standard fo r Calvin Klein (Bullock, 2008). Calvin Klein always 

pushes the envelope with its advertisements. They are attention-getting and memorable, 

which is somethina advertisers strive fo r. Hov.-enr, the ads often create such a backlash 
::, 

that the brand must pull the ads. Hav ing to pull ads from the media has worked in Calvin 

Kl . ' ~ b ·th boosted their sales but it doesn·t always vrnrk that way, and em s 1avor ecause 1 as , 

b d Ad , rti sers should be careful not to offend 
sometimes such backlash can hurt a ran · ' e 

consumers or potential consumers. 
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A campaign for Intimately Beckham, David and Victoria Beckham's fragrances, 

featured the line, "Seductive fragrances for him and her." One of the Intimately Beckham 

ads showed them nude and embracing, staring intensely at the camera. In another 

fragrance ad for Walgreens, a model appeared nude while the text beside her reads "a 

fragrance about passion" and "unmistakably intoxicating." Several fragrance ads showed 

completely nude models or models that gave the illusion of nudity (see Figure 7). Other 

fragrance ads showed models ready for the bedroom. Estee Lauder's Sensuous fragrance 

ad presented several famous models and popular actresses such as Gwyneth Paltrow in 

men's white button-up shirts and underwear. The white shirts were unbuttoned and open, 

strategically covering their breasts (see Figure 8). The women were sitting on beds, and 

the styling of the ad made it look like each of the women had just had sex or soon would 

be having sex. 

Ads that sell sex products like KY obviously will more often than not show 

people in intimate settings like a bedroom, and these ads were no different. Most of these 

ads showed a male and female nude in bed. Underwear ads were quite tame in most 

cases but some Victoria' s Secret ads were highly sexualized. This was not a surprise due 
' 

.. · · ls runway shows and store windows, to the company's sexualized telev1s1on comme1c1a , , 

· y- t · · Secret ad in the October Elle, but the ads sti ll displayed overt sexuali ty. In a ic ona s 

_ h wn 1 ino dovvn seductively on a bed (see 
only one lingerie-clad female model was s O Y o 

. . . ah bove her head The reader couldn 't see her 
Figure 9). The camera was pos1t1oned no t a · 

. . mach and underwear. By not giving the 
face but had a clear view of her breasts, st0 , 

d . . ortant. Objectify ing women in such 
woman a face , it implies that only her bo Y is imp 
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ways can be harmful to young women especially because this kind f d · 1· o a unp 1es women 

aren' t important unless they are beautiful and able to please a man. 

Ads like the Victoria's Secret ad are obviously going to be more sexualized than 

other ads because of the brand and type of dress. Some ads in which models appear nude 

were actually less sexualized than ads in which models were wearing underwear or full 

dress. In an ad in the October 2008 issue of Elle for the retail company Bluefly.com, a 

naked woman stood in an airport waiting to go through security while the text explained 

she had nothing to wear to Paris (see Figure 10). This ad was not necessarily presented in 

an overtly sexualized manner, but nonetheless the audience can plainly see her butt and 

side of her breasts. Additionally, a few ads contained nude models but were not trying to 

exude sex at all. A popular ad for Breast Cancer Awareness was featured in several of the 

issues of the magazines. The model was nude but in no way was presented as sexual (see 

Figure 11 ). When the advertisers make an obvious connection to the message of the 

image, readers will be more likely to accept the advertisement rather than reject it 

because of the sexuality. A reader is probably much more likely to understand why sex is 

used to sell bras rather than why sex is used to se ll a hamburger. 

Some of the ads that portrayed females as victims \rere quite di sturbing. Ads for 

ina Ricci often depicted the models as victims. One of the models appeared to be fa lling 

I h · k lookina model touches her head (see to the around outside in the snow as t 1e ot er vvea - ::o ::, 

. . . . l O t b r ?008 Elle, the models looked Figure 12). In a clothing ad for Gucci mt 1e c O e -

. 1 October ?008 Elle a woman looked scared 
drugged (see Figure 13). In a Prada ad mt 1e - ' 

. . Georaio Armani in the September 2008 Vogue 
while a shadow looms over her. An ad for ::, 

; jna and the other appeared lifeless. A Jimmy 
featured two models. One appeared to be Cr) ::, 



Choo ad in September 2008 Vogue shows a model lying in a bathtub. The reader can see 

only from her thighs down. She's pale and visibly wearing only a pair of stilettos. Her 

feet were propped up on the side of the tub, and it resembled some sort of crime scene. 

The September 2008 Vogue depicted models in 9.91 % (n = 32) of ads as victims. In fact, 

of the first 16 ads featuring at least one woman in the September 2008 issue of Vogue , 

five ads victimized the models. In the April 2009 Marie Claire , a Juicy Couture fragrance 

ad depicted models as broken dolls. The models looked lifeless and helpless, and they 

were actually much smaller than the perfume bottle. With the development of recent 

books and films such as Twilight and television shows like True Blood, vampires are 

currently being depicted in the media as sexy and exciting. In a True Blood ad in the July 

2009 issue of Glamour, the male vampire was on top of a female human and had just 

bitten her. The text says, "It hurts so good.'" Other models are presented as completely 

lifeless. In an Yves Saint Laurent ad in the October 2008 issue of Elle. the model is 

presented to look like a mannequin ra ther than a human. This data seems to mean that 

people, to some degree, find it acceptable to degrade \,·omen because it is used in 

adver1ising. which is used to se ll a product. Clearly some companies and ad\·ertisers think 

that victims \;...·ill appeal to the publi c. 

I I , · al en\·'lope \\ith ad,·ertising. Two 
Cal Yin Klein has been k.nomi 10 pus 1 t ie SL:\U L -

. ",., 1 tie fir' t Cah in Klein ad\·erti sing 
ads in the April 2009 G/0111011r were no ddk rcnt. n 1 ~ 

d I
,~ 1 ~ model \Yen~ shO\\·n . .-\II three models \\ ere 

spread. t\V0 male models an one crna c 

. _ . . man hO\\C\'e r. ,, as practically pi nned do,-vn by 
topless and caressrng each other. The \\ O · 

. e models ,,ere featured. The female was topless 
the men. On the ne:s;t t,\·o pages. the sam 

. leteh· ignored her as she stared into space. 
and lying across both men \,hde the men comp - -



In the February 2009 Elle, Calvin Klein's CK One col d . . . . 
ogne a contmued to v1ctim1ze 

' 
although the brand has been criticized for CK One ads in the past (Bullock, 2008). The 

partially dressed models in this ad looked sick or drugged as they walked along the 

beach. 
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Ads that victimized the female models were simply disturbing. This kind of 

advertising technique has to be one of the most harmful because advertisers are basically 

showing women that it is glamorous and exciting to be a victim of sexual crimes. These 

types of attitudes about such victimization can make people think it is acceptable to 

commit crimes against women. When women are shown on drugs in fashion 

advertisements, it enforces the idea that it is acceptable in society to use drugs. Models 

being too thin in fashion magazine advertisements used to be the only concern, but now, 

being featured as a victim should also be a concern. If women start to see these images 

more and more often, the potential damage it can cause will increase as well. 

[nan example of a female as an aggressor, a Fendi ad in the April 2009 Elle 

showed a male model lying on the fl oor while the fe male model stood over him. An ad 

for Dsquared in the May 2009 Vogue portrayed two women in a physical fight. In 

addition, a few ads depicted women as completely out of contro l. In an ad fo r Trident 

· · r.:: tt' a ready to throw a chair while Splash gum, a woman was pictured 111 an o 11ce ge 111::, 

. f · I n ad for T reximet medicine, a another woman and man observed 111 con us1on. 11 a · 

d . • 1 . hands In the September 2008 Vogue, 
woman literally removed her head and he! it ll1 1e1 · 

. b ttle of perfume. The model actually was 
a Juicy Couture ad showed a model cradlmg a 0 

I d d·rected toward women were actually 
drinking from the bottle with a straw. Severa a s 1 

. . . n need fashion magazines and the products 
quite mean which feeds mto the idea wome 

' 
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they advertise to help them overcome flaws An ad ..-0r Benefit t· · h O b 
• 11 1 cosme 1cs m t e cto er 

Cosmopolitan featured a man, a woman and a salesman Th bl h , . e man, presuma y t e 

woman's husband, said, "
1

'Y ou're tellin' me this little bad boy will diffuse her dark circles 

& fine lines ... SOLD!" 

Sexual reference in advertising text wasn't as common as expected. An example 

of sexual references in text was found in a popular Revlon mascara ad. The text read, 

"Lashes you lust after" (see Figure 14). An ad for Chanel mascara that appeared in the 

October 2008 issue of Glamour included text that reads, "Audacious curves. The ultimate 

seduction." In another mascara ad for Estee Lauder in the October issue of Marie Claire, 

the text read, "daringly full , sensuously curved, all-out seductive lashes." The text also 

referred to the mascara as "flirtatious." A Donna Karan fragrance ad read. "A fragrance 

to seduce the senses." In an October 2008 Marie Claire Vassarette underwear ad that 

didn ' t actually show the underwear, a woman v\·a facing the camera. but her face was cut 

off. The reader only could see her from \Yai st to neck. A fe\\. buttons \Yere undone on her 

blouse to sli ghtly expose her breasts. The te\l read. --why do they put the top t\,·o buttons 

on blouses anyway?" Jn a CO\-erG irl ad. the te\t read. "There 's no such thi ng as too 

close." Even Reebok used se\ual refe rence in te\t. In an ad in the Apri l 2009 issue of 

. 
1 

. 1 . Id b~ perf~ct fo r "the walk of shame ... Glamour, the text explamed t 1eir s 1oes \\ OU c c 

. b. · t- d · . th, ,,·omen · s fas hion maQazines as 
Male models vvere omet1mcs O JeC!l ,e 111 c -

_ . I d I An ad for rvt itchel l Gold + Bob 
\Veil. although not nearly as otten as tema e mo e s. · 

. . . . . Ell , f tu red a male mode l being objec ti fied. A 
W11l iams home design m the Oc tobe1 e ea 

. .tt•no 0 11 ne,Y furn iture . The text said, ··Our 
man with no shirt and unbuttoned pants " as si 1 = 

, . . . . to a more comfo rtable shopping experience" 
business model' is designed to e\pose ) ou 
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(see Figure 15). Although the fashion magazines eval t d . 
ua e were specifically for women, 

women are objectified more often than men because th 1 th d · • 
e c o es a vert1sed m such 

magazines are designed for women. Women reading th , . . 
e women s magazmes wtll most 

likely be looking for clothing and product ideas for themselves, not for the men in their 

lives, and advertisers know this. Advertisers in fashion magaz· d t · d' mes o ex ens1ve stu 1es 

before actually designing the advertisements, even if some ads do not appear that way. 

Some ads seemed to convey the message that the female model was less 

important than the product. In an ad for a Chanel fragrance, a partially dressed female 

model was actually the size of the perfume bottle. In addition, some of the sexualized ads 

were confusing. In a few of the ads, it is not even clear what the model is selling. In an ad 

for Sally Beauty Supply, a partially dressed Paris Hilton faced the camera. It was unclear 

what she was selling or representing because there was no other text that gives even the 

slightest hint. It could possibly have been just for makeup or hair products since it is for a 

beauty supply store, but it was very unclear without any sort of direction given. In some 

ads, the product that was being advertised wasn 't even shown on the model. In a Movado 

ad in the October 2008 Elle, the model was not wearing the watch. Instead, the watch was 

shown larger than the model ( see Figure 16). In a similar Seiko accessories ad in the 

October 2008 Glamour, the watch advertised was not on the model. Also, in a Skechers 

shoe ad for the April 2009 Cosmopolitan, the model wasn't wearing shoes. This kiI1d of 

. . only as valuable as their beauty or advertising can reinforce the idea that women are 

'f tak uch advertisements too seriously. 
body . It could be a damaging thought 1 women e s 

. h h. ah t amount of sexuality in their 
Although Cosmopolitan mcluded t e 10 es 

. a a sexually liberal publication, Cosmopolitan 
advertising and is generally known as bemo ' 
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featured the highest number of larger, important items in their adv rt· · B • 
1 

d" e 1smg. y me u mg 

images of women making educational, technology, and insurance decisions in advertising 

campaigns, Cosmopolitan showed the most progress in at least making an attempt to 

show women are equal to men and are often the head of their households. Cosmopolitan 

is directed more toward the single woman than the other publications, however, which 

could be the reason for this, as the editors would be most likely to recognize women will 

probably have to make these big purchases by themselves now or later on in life. 

Cosmopolitan, out of all the fashion magazines evaluated, most successfully balanced 

sexuality and important items and life choices. Whether Cosmopolitan advertising 

representatives contacted colleges like The Art Institute to advertise in the publication or 

if the college' s advertising representatives contacted the magazine is unclear. It would be 

interesting to find out because having the likes of colleges and insurance companies 

adverti se is a step in the right direction. Women have so many other concerns in life, and 

many might not consider looking sexy high on their list of things to do. Choosing a 

· · h b · · t t · · st as 1· mportant as attractin° men. college or buymg a car m1g t e mo1e 1mpor an 01 JU ::o 

Limitations 

· · · h. t d · codes onlv advert isements that As with most other studies on this topic. t is s u ) . 

. . . . . I I f the oYertl y sexual ads in the last were at least a half-page m size. This ehmmates a O • 

. Th t last section includes smaller classified few paoes of maoazines like Cosmopol1tan. a ::, ::, 

"" w Man . of those ads include nude or 
ads for phone sex and sex toys, to name a ie · ) 

as well as ..,,·ith accompanying blatantly 
scantily clad models in overtly sexual poses 

. i . aoes and are signi ficantly smaller 
sexual text. Since these ads are only m the laSt ev. p :::: ~ 

. this study. If they had been, Cosmopolitan 's 
than the other ads, they were not counted 111 
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numbers and percentages would have changed considerabl Th h 
y. e ot er women's 

magazines I examined do not include classified ads so 1·t ld b ~ • . 
, wou not e 1arr to mclude 

them in this study. Also, a female model had to be present· d ~ h d 
m an a 1or t e a to be coded 

in this study. There are certainly ads that do not contain a female or even a male model 

that could have sexual references, but these were not included in the study because this 

study was focused primarily on the examination of women in advertising. The study of 

ads with men or without people could be investigated in the future. 

Another limitation of this study is not every issue of the entire year was coded. A 

randomly selected issue of each magazine from each season was coded in an attempt to 

compensate for seasonal changes. Because of previous research and this research, there is 

no reason to believe that will hurt this study in any way. Magazine issues within seasons 

have similar advertising content. For example, the summer issues of Vogue have similar 

advertising content because most fashion designers change their advertising campaigns 

only to display the season's new clothing. In magazines, advertisements are consistent for 

a few months and then the designer or company will begin to advertise a new item. The 

advertising content of the entire year would most likely stay constant with the results of 

my study. It is key to show readers a product a few times so that it stays in their heads. 

Althouoh the different issues of magazines will not negatively affect the research, this 
b 

concern could be eliminated in the future by using the same issues from each season of 

1 f oazines could eliminate this concern. each magazine. Also, using a larger samp e O mab 

Id b d'ffi nt from other maoazines with While it is unlikely that these results wou e 1 ere b 

. . h I ful for future researchers. Magazines such 
similar content a laroer sample could be e P , b 
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as Allure, Nylon, lnStyle, Harper's Bazaar, and W could be analyzed for the same topic 

as well. 

Reichert and Lambaise (2003) indicated this type of research could be difficult to 

code. Lyonski (2005) said it might be complicated to evaluate sexual advertising because 

some people might think an ad is sexist where others might think it is sexy. To avoid this, 

the guidelines presented by previous researchers were followed, and the coding process is 

described as clearly as possible. Also, a variety of coding categories were utilized to try 

to eliminate this concern. 
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CHAPTER VII 

Conclusion 

This study shows that Vogue which has always be ·d d h ' en consi ere t e most 

fashionable of the fashionable magazines, is also the magazine with the most advertising 

that shows women as victims. Marie Claire, however, had the lowest numbers for nearly 

all of the categories involving objectification and sex. Marie Claire seemed to stick 

closely to its editorial purpose, "More than just a pretty face," because they were least 

likely to present women as sex objects. Cosmopolitan showed the most progress for 

single women as the magazine included the largest number of advertisements for "big

ticket" items like insurance and education. Insurance and education advertisers rarely 

bought advertising space in the other magazines I examined, which shows such 

advertisers must believe Cosmopolitan readers are in their target audience. Colleges such 

as The Art Institute would not spend money for the ad space if they did not believe it 

would be effective. 

Although several of the hypotheses were not supported, it was still apparent 

women are objectified and depicted as subordinate and less powerful quite often. Some of 

the findings are disturbing, and it is no surprise women are affected by the type of 

. . . d · · aians in fashion ma0 azmes. negative images of women ma vert1smg camp o 0 

. h' f study One way would be to There are several ways to improve t 1s area O · 

d time in the media. Men also need to 
analyze the ways in which men have change over 

. . . A Lindner (7004) suggested, men are shown 
be studied in fashion magazine advert1smg. s -

. . a over! muscular and athletic. Andersen 
m advertising in unrealistic ways such as bemo Y 

. . . d content are major sources 
and Di Domenico ( 1990) explain it is possible advertiSmg an 
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for influencing women to be concerned with weight d fi 
an or men to be focused on shape. 

Male body image and the concept of the ideal male is a topi·c th t uld 
1 

b . 
a co ater e exarmned 

to improve this research (Lindner, 2004). It would also b d ·d ~ . 
e a goo 1 ea 1or more studies to 

be done on how women are portrayed in men's magazines and h . ow men are portrayed m 

women's magazines. Also, more research should be done on h d ow men an women are 

depicted in ads for particular products. 

Another topic of future study could be the depiction of other racial groups in 

women 's fashion publications. Stereotypical locations and the subtle stereotypical 

messages about gender roles should be studied more in depth. It also might be helpful to 

see if an editor's gender affects the advertising content in a publication. For example, do 

male or female editors tend to put more sexually explicit ads in publications? In 1986, 

Kurzbard and Soley (1986) found male advertisers were significantly more likely to use 

sex appeals in advertising. It would be interesting to find if this still holds true. Also, 

another area of future research could be based on people's responses to sexual appeals in 

advertisements compared to advertisements without sexual appeals. 

Future research could also focus on the differences between healthy and 

unhealthy images of sexuality in women's magazines. As far as women being portrayed 

as victims, research should examine the social effects of these potentially damaging 

. d , · e the consequences of exposure to images. Also, more research should be one to examm 

. tt · ble ideal for most people. Another 
models because models in magazmes are an una ama 

. fl of editorial content in young women's 
future area of research could include the m uence 

d throuohout the years. It would be 
magazines and how editorial content has change 0 

. ' maoazines have had to change their 
interesting to find how some young women s 0 
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advertising as well as editorial content in order to k . h . 
eep up wit younger, sexier 

magazines. 

People might ignore the fact that sex in advertising h 1 as a ways occurred because 

now it is so much more obvious (Kurzbard & Soley 1986) o t· th , . ver une, e percentage of 

ads with sexual content has remained somewhat steady, but the number of actual 

advertisements in magazines has increased over time, which could explain why people 

assume there is a larger amount of sexual advertisements in the media (Kurzbard & 

Soley, 1986). Indeed, this means people are seeing more sex in advertising simply 

because advertising is more common in terms of numbers now than it used to be. 

It is important to follow women's fashion magazines and their advertising 

approaches because millions of women rely on such magazines for information and 

advice. The way male and female models are presented in magazine advertising will 

continue to shape societal values (Klassen et al. , 1993). It is not surprising that sexual 

appeal in advertising occurs so frequently in women's fashion magazines because it 

seems the two go hand in hand. Women's fashion magazines seem to rely on sex and 

female insecurity to sell products, and items advertised most often in women's magazines 

are those easily associated with sex: fashion, beauty, and fragrance. 

• · · c I c h·on maaazines is disturbin° The extent to which sexism occurs m 1ema e 1as 1 :::, :::, , 

d 11 or as victims and aggressors of such as portraying women as weak, depen ent on me , 

.. d I ddition the deoree to which women 
sexual violence in order to sell a product 01 1 ea. n a · 0 

. 1 t d in women's fashion magazines is 
are affected negatively by the female idea presen e 

. . . . . d . aae issues. rape myth acceptance, and 
also d1sturb111g, as 1t raises concern for bo Y rm e 

. . . messaoes and images are also displayed in 
inequali ty between the sexes. Positive sexual 0 
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women's fashion magazines, but the negative messages and images are overpowering 

them. 

As the times change, advertising and modem women's magazines change as well. 

It is important to research young women's magazines often because they provide insight 

to how women think and to what kind of information they are seeing on at least a 

monthly basis. There are millions of women who subscribe to or pick up copies of 

fashion magazines at the newsstand, and because these magazines are such a personal 

medium, there can't be enough research done on the effect they can have on women and 

their wellbeing. 
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Table Al 

CHAPTERIX 

Appendix A 

Total number of ads in women's fashion magazines 

Magazine Number of ads 

Cosmopolitan 252 

Elle 334 

Glamour 259 

Marie Claire 185 

Vogue 526 

Total ads 1556 

58 



Table A2 

Total number of ads with at least one female and one male 

Magazine 

Cosmopolitan 

Elle 
Glamour 
Mar ie Claire 
Vogue 

Total 

Ads with males and females 

38 
38 
3 

59 
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Table A3 

Total number of ads from women' s fashion magazines in each of the seasons 

Season 
Number of ads 

fall 
748 

Winter 265 

Spring 361 

Summer 182 

Total 
1556 
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Table 4 

Percentages of advertising categories in women' f: h. . s as 10n magazmes 

Cosmopolitan Elle 
Marie 

Glamour Claire Vogue 
Types of Ads 

Accessories 0.79% (2) 7.78% (26) 5.79% (15) 2.70% (5) 12.17% (64) 

Banking 0.40% (1) 0.30% (1) 0.00% (0) 0.00% (0) 0.19% (1) 

43 .63% 60.00% 
Beauty 44.84% (113) 23.95% (80) (113) (111) 12.36% (65) 

Cigarettes 0.00% (0) 0.00% (0) 0.00% (0) 0.00% (0) 0.38% (2) 

Education 1.19% (3) 0.00% (0) 0.00% (0) 0.00% (0) 0.00% (0) 

49.10% 61.79% 
Fashion 12.70% (32) (164) 20.46% (53) 17.30% (32) (325) 

Food/drink 1.98% (5) 0.60% (2) 2.32% (6) 2.16% (4) 0.19% (1) 

Fragrance 17.86%(45) 7.78% (26) 11 .58% (30) 5.41 % (10) 7.22% (38) 

Gum/mints 1.19% (3) 0.90% (3) 0.39% (1) 0.00% (0) 0.00% (0) 

Health 8.73% (22) 1.80% (6) 7.72% (20) 2.70% (5) 1.90% (10) 

Home design 0.00% (0) 0.30% (1) 0.00% (0) 0.00% (0) 0.19%(1) 

Household 
goods 0.79% (2) 0.60% (2) 0.00% (0) 0.00% (0) 0.19% (1) 

Hygiene 5.16% (13) 1.20%(4) 2.72% (7) 3.78% (7) 0.57% (3) 

Insurance 0.40% (1) 0.00% (0) 0.39% (1) 1.08% (2) 0.19% (1) 

Liquor 0.40% (1) 0.30% (1) 0.00% (0) 0.54% (1) 0.19% (1) 

Movies 0.30% (1) 0.00% (0) 0.00% (0) 0.00% (0) 
0.00% (0) 

0.00% (0) 0.39% (1) 0.00% (0) 0.38% (2) 
Music 0.00% (0) 

0.00% (0) 0.00% (0) 0.54% (0) 0.00% (0) 
Sex 0.79% (2) 

0.60% (2) 0.39% (1) 1.62% (3) 0.19% (1) 
Technology 1.98% (5) 
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Marie Cosmopolitan Elle Glamour Claire Vogue 
Travel 0.00% (0) 0.30% (1) 0.00% (0) 0.54% (1) 0.19% (1) 
TV show 0.79% (2) 0.90% (3) 3.09% (8) 0.54% (1) 0.19% (1) 
Underwear 0.40% (1) 3.29% (11) 0.77% (2) 1.08% (2) 0.95% (5) 
Web site 0.00% (0) 0.00% (0) 0.00% (0) 0.54% (1) 0.76% (4) 



Tabl 

dverti ing at gorie 
and percentages from the four seasons in fashion magazines 

Fall Winter Spring Summer 
Types of Ads 

Accessones 5.61%(42) 10.19% (27) 10.53% (38) 2.75% (5) 

Banking 0.13%(1) 0.75% (2) 0.00% (0) 0.00% (0) 

25.13% 34.63% 63.19% 
Beauty (188) 20.38% (54) (125) (115) 

Cigarettes 0.00% (0) 0.00% (0) 0.28% (1) 0.55% (1) 

Education 0.13%(1) 0.38% (1) 0.28% (1) 0.00% (0) 

50.67% 34.90% 
Fashion (379) 33.58% (89) (126) 6.59% (12) 

Food/drink 0.40% (3) 0.75% (2) 1.66% (6) 3.85% (7) 

Fragrance 8.16% (61) 23.40% (62) 6.93% (25) 0.55% (1) 

Gum/mints 0.27% (2) 0.00% (0) 0.28% (1) 2.20% (4) 

Health 3.21%(24) 4.15%(11) 4.43% (16) 6.59% (12) 

Home design 0.13% (1) 0.00% (0) 0.00% (0) 0.00% (0) 

Household goods 0.68% (5) 0.38% (1) 0.00% (0) 0.00% (0) 

Hygiene 0.94% (7) 1.51%(4) 2.49% (9) 7.69% (14) 

Insurance 0.27% (2) 0.00% (0) 0.28% (1) 0.55% (1) 

Liquor 0.00% (0) 0.00% (0) 0.28% (I) 1.10% (2) 

Movies 0.00% (0) 0.75% (2) 0.28% (I) 0.00% (0) 

Music 0.13% (1) 0.75% (2) 0.00% (0) 0.00% (0) 

Sex 0.27% (2) 0.00% (0) 0.28% (I) 0.00% (0) 

Technology 0.53% (4) 1.89% (5) 0.28% (1) 1.10% (2) 

Trave l 0.13%(1) 0.38% (1) 0.28% (1) 0.00% (0) 

TV show 1.34% (10) 0.00% (0) 0.83% (3) 1.10% (2) 
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Fall Winter Spring Summer 

Types of Ads 

Underwear 1.34% (10) 0.38% (1) 1.66% (6) 2.20% (4) 

Web site 0.40% (3) 0.38% (1) 0.28% (1) 0.00% (0) 



Table 6 

ubtle e ·ual stereotyping in fashion magazine advertisements 

Cosmopolitan Marie 
Elle Glamour Claire Vogue 

Relative size 

Yes 34.11%(13) 31.58% (12) 31.43% (11) 21.05% (4) 36.76% (25) 

0 65.79% (25) 68.42% (26) 68.57% (24) 78.95% (15) 63 .24% (43) 

Function ranking 

Yes 42.11%(16) 55.26%(21) 45 .71%(16) 52.63%(10) 42.65%(29) 

No 57.89% (22) 44.74% (17) 54.29% (19) 47.37% (9) 57.35% (39) 

Feminine touch 

55.39% 50.58% 58.17% 
Yes 52.78% (133) (185) (131) 47.57% (88) (306) 

44.61% 49.42% 41.83% 

No 47.22% (119) (149) (128) 52.43% (97) (220) 

Subordination 

31.56% 

Yes 27.38% (69) 26.05% (87) 20.85% (54) 17.30% (32) (166) 

79.15% 82.70% 68.44% 
73.95% 

(153) (360) 
No 72.62% (183) (247) (205) 

Licensed withdrawal 
25.67% 

35.92% 
22.39% (58) 29.19% (54) (135) 

20.23% (51) (120) Yes 
70.81% 74.33% 

64.07% 77.61% 
(131) (391) 

(214) (201) 
No 79.76% (201) 



Table A7 

Subtle sexual stereotyping in fashion magazine advertisements by season 

Relative size 

Yes 

No 

Function ranking 

Yes 

No 

Feminine touch 

Yes 

No 

Subordination 

Yes 

No 

Licensed withdravval 

Yes 

No 

Fall Winter Spring Summer 

28.57% (30) 35.48% (11) 43 .18% (19) 27.78% (5) 

71.43% (75) 65.52% (20) 56.82% (25) 72.22% (13) 

52.38% (55) 35.48% (11) 45.45% (20) 33.33% (6) 

47.62% (50) 65.52% (20) 54.55% (24) 66.67% (12) 

50.53% 60.75% 59.83% 
(378) ( 161) (2 16) 48.35% (88) 

49.47% 39.25% 40.17% 
(3 70) (104) (145) 51.65% (94) 

26.74% 27.98% 
( IOI ) 13.7-+% (25) (200) 30.9-+% (82) 

69 .06% 72.02% 86.26% 
73 .26% 

(2 60) ( 15 7) 
(548) ( I 83) 

30.48% 
16.60% (-+-+) 15.21 % (9 1) 30.22% (55) 

(228) 
69.78% 

83.40% 7-+ .79% 
( 127) 69.52% (270) 

(520) (22 1) 
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Table A8 

Type of dress worn by models in fashion magazine advertisements 

Marie 
Cosmopolitan Elle Glamour Claire Vogue 

Body display 

Nude 11.51%(29) 7.19% (24) 10.04% (26) 10.27% (19) 10.08% (53) 

38.92% 28.14% 

Partially 35.71 % (90) (130) 34.36% (89) 38.38% (7 1) (148) 

47.90% 48.65% 60._7% 

orrnal 46.83% (118) (160) (126) 43 .7 %( 1) ( 17) 

Face shot 5.95%(15) 5.99% (20) 6.95% ( l ) 6.➔9°10 ( 12) 1.-2% ( ) 
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Tabl 9 

Type f dre om b model in each of the seasons in fashion magazine ads 

Fall Winter Spring Summer 

Body Display 

ude 
7.49% (56) 12.83% (34) 9.70% (35) 14.29% (26) 

30.35% 38.49% 41.83% 

Partially 
(227) (102) (15 l) 26.37% (48) 

57.35% 45 .28% 41.83% 56.04% 

onnal (429) (120) (151) (102) 

face shot 4.81% (36) 2.64% (7) 6.65% (24) 3.30% (6) 



Table AlO 

t
·on of models in fashion magazine advertisements 

1oca 1 

Cosmopolitan Elle Glamour Marie Claire Vogue 

Location 

Bed 
7.14% (18) 1.80% (6) 5.41% (14) 2.70% (5) 2.47% (13) 

Home 7.94% (20) 8.68% (29) 3.47% (9) 4.32% (8) 12. 17%(64) 

office 0.79% (2) 0.90% (3) 1.54% (4) 0.54% (l) 0.57% (3) 



Table All 

t
·on of models in fashion magazine advertisements in the four seasons 

Loca 1 

Fall Winter Spring Summer 

Location 

Bed 
3.34% (25) 4.15% (11) 3.32% (12) 4.40% (8) 

Home 
10.56% (79) 6.42% (17) 7.20% (26) 4.40% (8) 

office 
0.94% (7) 0.38% (1) 0.55% (2) 1.65% (3) 



, ... 

Table Al2 

tages of models objectified in fashion magazine advertisements 
percen 

Cosmopolitan Elle Glamour Marie Claire Vogue 

Objectification 

33 .53% 42.08% 25.48% 

Yes 
50.79% (128) (112) (109) 47.03% (87) (134) 

66.47% 57.92% 74.52% 

No 
49 .21% (124) (222) (150) 52.97% (98) (392) 



Tab\eA13 

Models acting as victims or aggressors in fashion magazine advertisements 

Victim 

Yes 

No 

Aggressor 

Yes 

No 

Cosmopolitan Elle Glamour Marie Claire Vogue 

2.38% (6) 7.19% (24) 

92.81% 
97 .62% (246) (310) 

0.79% (2) 0.90% (3) 

99 .10% 

99 .21 % (250) (331) 

2.32% (6) 

97 .68% 
(257) 

0.77% (2) 

99.23% 
(257) 

1.08% (2) 

98.92% 
(183) 

0.00% (0) 

100.00% 
(185) 

9.13% (48) 

90.87% 
(478) 

1.52% (8) 

98.48% 
(5 18) 



TableA14 

Contact between two or more models in fashion magazine advertisements 

Marie 
Cosmopolitan Elle Glamour Claire Vogue 

Contact 
57.75% 37.34% 39.39% 

No contact 28.81% (17) (41) (20) (13) 48.76% (59) 

35.21% 33.96% 33.33% 

Simple contact 45 .76% (27) (25) (18) (11) 33.06% (40) 

18.87% 

Intimate 16.49% (10) 5.63% (4) (10) 21.21 % (7) 15 .70% (19) 

Very intimate 8.47% (5) 1.41% (l) 9.43% (5) 6.06% (2) 2. 58% (3) 



Table Al5 

Contact between two or more models in fashion magazine ads by season 

Fall Winter Spring Summer 

contact 

0 contact 46 .96% (85) 34.88% (15) 46.0~% (35) 40.54% (l -) 

Simple contact 33.70% (61) 44 .19% (19) .16% (_9 " __ ..\ % L ) 

Intimate 
13.81%(25) 18.60% ( 10.-., 0 0 ( _..\ . _oo ( ) 

Very intimate 5.52%(10) 2."., % (l) : .2 ° o l ➔ ) - · 0°0( \ ) 



Table Al6 

al 
eference in the text of fashion magazine advertisements 

sexu r 

, .., 

Cosmopolitan Elle Glamour Marie Claire Vogue 

Sexual reference 

Yes 
13 .10% (33) 5.39% (18) 9.65% (25) 12.97% (24) 3.61% (19) 

94.61% 90.35% 91.35% 96.39% 

No 
86.90% (219) (316) (234) (169) (507) 



Table Al 7 

1 
wearing less than males in fashion magazine advertisements 

fetna es 
Cosmopolitan Elle Glamour Marie Claire Vogue 

les wearing less 
fetna 

Yes 
65.79% (25) 60.53% (23) 60.00% (21) 42.11 % (8) 50.00% (34) 

No 
34.21%(13) 39.47%(15) 40.00%(14) 57.98%(11) 50.00%(34) 
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CRAPTERX 

Appendix B 

Figure 1 A . . . ._ · n example of a sexualized Bebe cloth111g adwni ~emcnt. 

I I 



'u 
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Figure 2 Th- - "'- '°-adverti · ,s Mamano ad is an example of how women are objectified in 
she to sehments rn women' s fashion maaazines. The men in the ad are staring at her while 

uc es he If o rse unnaturally in the middle of the street. 



I .J 

Fig ,., · t ure J . Ed Hardy sunglasses advert1semen · 
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Figure 4. Clothino advertisement for Cesare Paciotti. 
b 



Figure 5. Versace advertisement. 





· ise le Bundchen fo r Dolce & Gabbana's fragrance The One. Figure 7 G' 



ESTEE LALJD[R 

SENSUO US 

· ,, ance 
. L der' s Sensuous fragr -

Figure 8. Popular advertisement for Estee au 



Figure 9. Victoria's Secret advertisement. 



, 
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-\,· •" f' .... • 

· Advertisement fo r the online clothirni company Bluetly.com. Figure 10 . 
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Figure 11 bod\· ct · · 

1 

An advertisement for The Breast Cancer Research Foundation demonstrates 

J isp ay d oes not have to be sexualized. 



Figure 12. A Nina Ricci advertisement. 
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Figure 13. A Gucci clothing adverti sement. 



Figure 14. An . . . example of an advertisement usmg sexual reference in text . 
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· I. Exposed. :f 
, ,, 

r l , , 

: . . 
. ' , , 

: ' :: · :11 :·· 
; . : .. : .. ,' 

) '.ir "business model" is designed to expose you to a more comfortab!e shopping expe:!ence. 

For your convenience, most of wr1at you see in our stores is: ,n stocf--, rea,'1y t:ir irn1r,ed1ate delivery and 2 "• lu 25'
0 

le,;s 

:han non-stocked pricing. Want something you oon·t c,ee. that's OK too. You·11 enjoy 1: 1n approxirnaiely 5JX shon weeks 

'"12ase visit wv,w.rrgbwhcrne.com to view our coilectio11 rn~d to 1oc2te 8 store ne;:,r you. 

furni ture. lighting. rugs. accessories. photography. 

8:~0.739.:)tl[) 1 

rr-gcl·;--,o:-r1e.cor1 

Mitchell Gold 
+Bob Williams 

F
. . .:: h'on maaazines. 
1gure 15 . . 'fi d · women ·s 1as 1 "' An example of a man being obJect1 1e in · 

., l. 



Figure 16 I advertised. ;

0 

accessory ads, sometimes the models ;;ere not "·earing the accessol) being 
advertise this Movado ad, the model is not shown wearing the " atch in the 

ment. 
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